
July 20, 2010 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. 
Palisades Nuclear Plant 
27780 Blue Star Memorial Highway 
Covert, MI 49043 
Tel 269 764 2000 

Christopher J. Schwarz 
Site Vice President 

SUBJECT: License Amendment Request for Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil 
and Lube Oil Systems 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 
Docket 50-255 
License No. DPR-20 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, Entergy Nuclear Operations (ENO) 
is submitting a license amendment request to revise the Technical Specifications (TS) 
for Palisades Nuclear Plant (PNP). 

The proposed changes revise TS 3.8.3, "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," by 
relocating the current stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil numerical volume requirements 
from the TS to the TS Bases so that they may be modified under licensee control. The 
TS are modified so that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory will require that 
a 7-day supply be available for either diesel generator. Condition A and Condition B in 
the Action table are revised and Surveillance Requirements (SR) 3.8.3.1 and 3.8.3.2 
are revised to reflect the above change. 

The proposed changes also revise TS 3.8.3 by reducing the Completion Time for 
Condition C. Condition C currently requires that an inoperable fuel transfer system 
associated with fuel oil transfer pump P-18A be restored to operable status within 15 
hours. The proposed TS change reduces the Completion Time for this Required Action 
from 15 to 12 hours. The Completion Time is reduced to reflect the amount of time that 
an emergency diesel generator fuel oil day tank can support emergency diesel 
generator operation under design conditions. 
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The proposed changes have been evaluated in accordance with 10 CFR 50.91(a)(1) 
using criteria in 10 CFR 50.92(c) and it has been determined that the changes involve 
no significant hazards consideration. The bases for these determinations are included 
in Attachment 1 along with a detailed description of the proposed changes, background 
and technical evaluation, and an environmental review consideration. 

Attachment 2 provides TS page change instructions and the revised TS pages that 
reflect the proposed changes. Attachment 3 provides the annotated TS pages showing 
the proposed changes. Attachment 4 provides the annotated TS Bases pages that 
reflect the proposed changes. Attachment 5 provides a supporting fuel oil and lube oil 
inventory calculation. Attachment 6 provides a supporting fuel oil transfer pump P-18A 
allowed outage time computation. 

Once approved, the amendment shall be implemented within 60 days. 

A copy of this request has been provided to the designated representative of the State 
of Michigan. 

This letter contains no new commitments and no revision to existing commitments. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on 
July 20, 2010. 

Sincerely, 

~ ~'~ ~
? 

cj Jse 

Attachment(s): 1. Evaluation of Proposed Changes 
2. Renewed Operating License Page Change Instructions and 

Revised Technical Specification Pages 
3. Mark-up of Technical Specification Pages 
4. Mark-up of Technical Specification Bases Pages 
5. Fuel Oil and Lube Oil Inventory Calculation 
6. Fuel Oil Transfer Pump P-18A Allowed Outage Time 

Computation 

cc: Administrator, Region III, USNRC 
Project Manager, Palisades, USNRC 
Resident Inspector, Palisades, USNRC 



ATTACHMENT 1 

EVALUATION OF PROPOSED CHANGES 

1.0 DESCRIPTION 

Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc. (ENO) requests amending the Renewed Facility 
Operating License DPR-20 for Palisades Nuclear Plant (PNP) to revise Appendix A, 
Technical Specifications (TS), as they apply to fuel oil and lube oil inventory 
requirements and fuel oil transfer system requirements. 

The proposed changes revise TS 3.8.3, "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," by 
relocating the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil numerical volume requirements from the 
TS to the TS Bases so that they may be modified under licensee control. The TS are 
proposed to be revised so that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory will 
require that a 7-day supply be available for the emergency diesel generators. 

The NRC approved Revision 1 to Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) Improved 
Standard Technical Specification Change Traveler-501, "Relocate Stored Fuel Oil and 
Lube Oil Volume Values to Licensee Control." The availability of this TS improvement 
was announced in the Federal Register on May 26, 2010, (FR 29588) as part of the 
consolidated line item improvement process (CUIP). 

There are two differences between the approved TSTF and this PNP proposed TS 
change. One difference is that the TSTF is written specifically for sites licensed for 
7-day supplies of fuel oil and lube oil for each emergency diesel generator whereas 
PNP is licensed for 7-day supplies of fuel oil and lube oil for either emergency diesel 
generator. PNP has one fuel oil storage tank that supplies the two emergency diesel 
generators. 

The other difference is that the TSTF refers to the 7-day fuel oil supply maintained 
within a fuel oil storage tank whereas PNP credits both the volume in the fuel oil storage 
tank as well as the volume in an emergency diesel generator fuel oil day tank as 
comprising the required 7-day fuel oil supply. The TS 3.8.1 Bases, Background section, 
states "A single buried Fuel Oil Storage Tank is used, along with an individual day tank 
for each DG, to maintain the required fuel oil inventory." This proposed PNP TS 
amendment refers to the combined volume of the fuel oil storage tank and a diesel fuel 
oil day tank as the "fuel oil storage subsystem." 

In addition to the diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory changes, the proposed changes 
also revise Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.3, "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," 
by reducing the Completion Time for Condition C in the TS. Condition C pertains to the 
fuel oil transfer system associated with fuel oil transfer pump P-18A. The proposed TS 
change reduces the Completion Time for restoration of an inoperable fuel transfer 
P-18A system to operable status from 15 hours to 12 hours. The Completion Time is 
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based on the time duration in which a diesel fuel oil day tank can support emergency 
diesel generator operation under design operating conditions. 

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGE 

Fuel Oil and Lube Oil Changes 

The proposed changes revise TS 3.8.3, "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," by 
relocating the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil numerical volume requirements from the 
TS to the TS Bases so that they may be modified under licensee control. The TS are 
modified so that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory will require that a 7-day 
supply be available for either emergency diesel generator. As a result: 

Ell Condition A and Condition B in the Action table are revised. Currently, Condition 
A and Condition B are entered when the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil 
numerical volume requirements are not met. As discussed in the current TS 
Bases, the numerical volume requirements in Condition A and Condition Bare 
based on volumes less than a 7-day supply, but greater than a 6-day supply. 
The revision relocates the volumetric requirements from the TS and places them 
in the TS Bases. The TS are modified so that Condition A and Condition Bare 
entered when the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory is less than a 7-day 
supply, but greater than a 6-day supply for either of the emergency diesel 
generators. 

Ell Surveillance Requirements (SR) 3.8.3.1 and 3.8.3.2 are revised. Currently, 
SR 3.8.3.1 and SR 3.8.3.2 verify that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil 
numerical volume requirements are met. As discussed in the current TS Bases, 
the numerical volume requirements in SR 3.8.3.1 and SR 3.8.3.2 are based on 
maintaining at least a 7-day supply. The revision relocates the volumetric 
requirements from the TS and places them in the TS Bases. The TS are 
modified so that SR 3.8.3.1 and SR 3.8.3.2 verify that the stored diesel fuel oil 
and lube oil inventory is greater than or equal to a 7 -day supply for either of the 
emergency diesel generators. 

Ell The reference to Appendix B of ANSI N195-1976 in the TS Bases is deleted. As 
a result, the only reference will be to ANSI N195-1976. 

Proposed revisions to the TS Bases for these fuel oil and lube oil changes are also 
included in this application, as information only. The changes to the affected TS Bases 
pages will be incorporated in accordance with the TS Bases Control Program. 

The proposed TS changes above will enable ENO to address a non-conservative TS 
requirement for stored fuel oil to support 7 days of continuous emergency diesel 
generator operation under emergency conditions. The changes will also enable ENO to 
efficiently revise the fuel oil storage requirements contained in the TS Bases as 
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changes may be needed to address future updates to regulations and standards 
governing diesel fuel oil quality. 

Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Change 

The proposed TS change also revises the Completion Time for Condition C in the 
Action table TS 3.8.3. Condition C contains requirements for the inoperable fuel 
transfer system associated with fuel oil transfer pump P-18A. The Completion Time for 
Condition C requires that the inoperable P-18A fuel transfer system be returned to 
operable status within 15 hours. The proposed TS change reduces the Completion 
Time for Condition C from 15 hours to 12 hours. This proposed TS change will correct 
a non-conservative TS. 

Changes to the TS Bases pages associated with this fuel oil transfer pump TS change 
are included in this application. The TS Bases changes are provided for information. 
The associated TS Bases changes will be incorporated in accordance with the TS 
Bases Control Program. 

3.0 BACKGROUND 

The two PNP emergency diesel generators share a common fuel oil storage and 
transfer system. A single common buried fuel oil storage tank is used, along with an 
individual day tank for each emergency diesel generator, to maintain the required fuel 
oil inventory sufficient to operate either of the emergency diesel generators for a period 
of 7 days, while the emergency diesel generator is supplying maximum post-accident 
loads. Each day tank is required by TS SR 3.8.1.4 to contain at least 2500 gallons. 
Fuel oil is transferred from the fuel oil storage tank to the day tank by either of two fuel 
transfer systems, each associated with a separate fuel transfer pump. 

Either fuel transfer pump is capable of supplying either emergency diesel generator. 
However, each fuel transfer pump is not normally capable of being powered from either 
emergency diesel generator. Emergency diesel generator 1-1 can power either fuel 
transfer pump, but emergency diesel generator 1-2 can only power fuel transfer pump 
P-18A. 

Since emergency diesel generator 1-2 cannot power fuel transfer pump P-18B, without 
P-18A, emergency diesel generator 1-2 becomes dependant on offsite power or 
emergency diesel generator 1-1 for its fuel supply (beyond the duration it will operate on 
the day tank). The TS currently allow 15 hours to restore the fuel transfer system to 
operable status prior to declaring the associated emergency diesel generator 
inoperable. 

The emergency diesel generator lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient 
lubrication to permit proper operation of its associated emergency diesel generator 
under all loading conditions. The system is required to circulate the lube oil to the diesel 
engine working surfaces and to remove excess heat generated by friction during 
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operation. The onsite storage is sufficient to ensure 7 days of continuous operation. 
This supply is sufficient supply to allow the operator to replenish lube oil from offsite 
sources. 

In January 2001 and in June 2004, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
finalized the Clean Diesel Trucks and Buses Rule and the Clean Nonroad Diesel Rule, 
respectively, with more stringent standards for new diesel engines and fuels (See NRC 
Information Notice 2006-22, "New Ultra-Low-Sulfur Diesel Fuel Oil Could Adversely 
Impact Diesel Engine Performance," October 12, 2006). The EPA rules require a 
reduction in the sulfur content of highway diesel fuel from its current level of 500 parts 
per million (ppm) low sulfur diesel (LSD) to 15-ppm ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD). 
Refiners were required to start producing the cleaner-burning diesel fuel ULSD, for use 
in highway vehicles beginning June 1, 2006. 

The EPA required sulfur reductions for land-based nonroad diesel fuel to be 
accomplished in two steps, with an interim step from previous uncontrolled levels to a 
500 ppm cap starting in June 2007 and the final step to 15 ppm in June 2010. 

In general, the processing required to reduce sulfur in ULSD also reduces the aromatics 
content and density of diesel fuel, resulting in a reduction in volumetric energy content 
(BTU/gallon). The requirements on diesel fuel oil may continue to change in the future 
and the addition of additives to compensate for the issues associated with ULSD 
discussed in Information Notice 2006-022 may further affect the volumetric energy 
content (and, as a result, the stored diesel fuel oil volume requirements). These 
changes would result in future license amendments to revise the stored fuel oil volume 
in order to ensure that the volume provides for at least 7 days of emergency diesel 
generator operation. In order to facilitate the expeditious revision of the fuel oil volume 
requirement when needed, and to avoid the unnecessary expenditure of ENO and NRC 
resources to prepare and review future license amendment requests that simply revise 
the volume equivalent to a 7-day supply, the proposed change places the requirement 
to have stored fuel oil sufficient to support 7 days of emergency diesel generator 
operation in the TS with the equivalent numerical volume under licensee control in the 
TS Bases. 

The TS requirements on lube oil are also based on maintaining a 7-day supply. To 
maintain consistency within the TS and to avoid future amendments to the lube oil 
inventory numerical value equivalent to a 7-day supply, the proposed change places the 
requirement to have lube oil inventory sufficient to support 7 days of emergency diesel 
generator operation in the TS with the equivalent numerical volume in the TS Bases. 
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4.0 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

Fuel Oil and Lube Oil Changes 

4.1 Modification to LCO 3.8.3, "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," 
Requirements 

The emergency diesel generators are provided with a fuel oil capacity sufficient to 
operate either emergency diesel generator for a period of 7 days while the emergency 
diesel generator is supplying maximum load demand. This onsite fuel oil capacity is 
sufficient to operate an emergency diesel generator for longer than the time to replenish 
the onsite supply from outside sources. 

The diesel generator lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient lubrication to 
permit proper operation of an emergency diesel generator under all loading conditions. 
The system is required to circulate the lube oil to the diesel engine working surfaces 
and to remove excess heat generated by friction during operation. The lube oil 
inventory is capable of supporting either emergency diesel generator for a minimum of 7 
days. This supply is sufficient to allow the operator to replenish lube oil from outside 
sources. 

In order to meet a 7-day supply of stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil for either emergency 
diesel generator, TS 3.8.3, "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air," currently contains 
numerical volume requirements associated with a 7-day supply for either emergency 
diesel generator. The TS Bases currently discuss that the numerical volume 
requirements are based on meeting a 7-day supply. The proposed change revises TS 
3.8.3 by relocating the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil numerical volume requirements 
from the TS to the TS Bases so that they may be modified under licensee control. The 
TS are modified so that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory will require that a 
7 -day supply be available for either emergency diesel generator. No changes to the 
current plant configuration or current 7-day basis are proposed in the application; ENO 
is relocating the numerical volume requirements from the TS to the TS Bases and 
relocating the associated current 7 -day basis from the TS Bases to the TS. The 
numerical volume requirements in the current TS will be revised in the TS Bases as 
described below. 

Approval of this license amendment request will assist ENO in addressing a 
non-conservative TS. ENO performed a calculation in accordance with Regulatory 
Guide 1.137, Revision 1, "Fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators," and ANSI 
N 195-1976, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators," to determine the fuel oil 
and lube oil inventories required to operate either emergency diesel generator for 7 
days assuming accident loading conditions (Attachment 5). This calculation was 
prompted by the ULSD issue and non-conservative assumptions in stored diesel fuel oil 
inventory calculations discovered at another site. The calculation determined a required 
diesel fuel oil inventory that exceeded the fuel oil inventory required by TS LCO 3.8.3 
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Condition A. The calculated required fuel oil and lube oil inventories are shown as 
information in Attachment 4, "Mark-up of Technical Specification Bases Pages." 

NRC Administrative Letter 98-10, "Dispositioning of Technical Specifications that are 
Insufficient to Assure Plant Safety," provides guidance for TS that are determined to be 
non-conservative. Imposing administrative controls as a compensatory measure is an 
acceptable short-term solution under this guidance. Following implementation of the 
administrative controls, a TS amendment is to be submitted to resolve the condition. 

In accordance with this letter, ENO implemented administrative controls, as required, to 
maintain stored fuel oil inventory above the required inventory determined in the 
calculation until the condition is resolved. 

Section 4.3 below discusses the methodology on how the stored diesel fuel oil and lube 
oil numerical volume basis in the TS Bases may be modified under ENO control. The 
use of this methodology will ensure that a 7 -day supply of stored diesel fuel oil and lube 
oil for either emergency diesel generator will be met, thereby providing assurance that 
the lowest functional capability or performance levels of the diesel generator required 
for safe operation of the facility will be continued to be met. 

4.2 Modification to Action Table for TS 3.8.3 "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air" 

Currently, Condition A and Condition B are entered when the stored diesel fuel oil and 
lube oil numerical volume requirements are not met. As discussed in the current TS 
Bases, the numerical volume requirements in Condition A and Condition B are based on 
volumes less than a 7-day supply, but greater than an a 6-day supply. The proposal 
relocates the volumetric requirements from the TS and places it in the TS Bases. The 
TS are modified so that Condition A and Condition B are entered when the stored diesel 
fuel oil and lube oil inventory is less than a 7-day supply, but greater than a 6-day 
supply for either emergency diesel generator. 

No other parts of Condition A and Condition B (i.e., Required Actions or Completion 
Times) are proposed to be modified in the application; ENO is relocating the numerical 
volume requirements that dictate Condition entry from the TS to the TS Bases and 
relocating the associated current less than 7-day but greater than 6-day basis for 
Condition entry from the TS Bases to the TS. 

Section 4.3 below discusses the methodology on how the stored diesel fuel oil and lube 
oil numerical volume basis in the TS Bases may be modified under licensee control. 
The use of this methodology will ensure that the 7 -day and 6-day supplies of stored 
diesel fuel oil and lube oil for either emergency diesel generator that dictate Condition 
entry will continue to be calculated in accordance with NRC-approved methods. 
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4.3 Modification to SRs 3.8.3.1 and 3.8.3.2 

Currently, SR 3.8.3.1 and SR 3.8.3.2 verify that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil 
numerical volume requirements are met. SR 3.8.3.1 and SR 3.8.3.2 are revised to 
reflect the change in LCO requirements, namely that a 7 -day supply be available for 
either emergency diesel generator. As a result, the SRs are modified so that SR 3.8.3.1 
and SR 3.8.3.2 verify that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory is greater than 
or equal to a 7-day supply for either emergency diesel generator. 

No other parts of the SRs (i.e., Frequencies) are proposed to be modified in the 
application; the licensee is relocating the numerical volume requirement verification 
from the TS to the TS Bases and relocating the associated current 7 -day basis for 
verification from the TS Bases to the TS. 

The methodology for determining the 7-day stored diesel fuel oil supply for either 
emergency diesel generator, as well as the 6-day supply associated with Condition A, is 
calculated in accordance with RG 1.137, Revision 1, and ANSI N195 1976. ANSI 
N195-1976 discusses how the stored diesel fuel oil requirement shall be calculated 
based upon the diesel generators operating at the minimum required capacity for the 
plant condition which is most limiting for the calculation of such capacity. One method 
for calculating the stored diesel fuel oil supply takes into account the time dependence 
of diesel generator loads. That is, if diesel generator loads increase or decrease during 
the event, the load changes shall be included in the required fuel storage calculation. If 
the design includes provisions for an operator to supply power to equipment other than 
the minimum required for the plant condition, such additional loads shall be included in 
the calculation of required fuel storage capacity. RG 1.137, Revision 1, supplements 
the above by stating that for the time-dependent load method, the minimum required 
capacity should include the capacity to power the engineered safety features. A 
minimum margin of 10% shall be added to the calculated storage requirement if the 
alternate conservative calculation discussed next is not used. Another method for 
calculating the stored diesel fuel oil supply, which is more conservative than the 
time-dependent load method, is to calculate the storage capacity by assuming that the 
diesel operates continuously for seven days at its rated capacity. Both calculation 
methods include an explicit allowance for fuel consumption required by periodic testing. 
This includes the fuel required for operation of the engine at the minimum loads 
specified by the engine manufacturer. ENO accounts for fuel consumption during 
monthly SR testing by maintaining the fuel oil storage tank at a level that provides 
sufficient fuel oil inventory to support both periodic testing and the required 7-day fuel oil 
supply. For periodic 24-hour SR testing, the fuel oil storage tank is replenished as 
required prior to testing to ensure that the required 7-day fuel oil supply is maintained 
throughout the test. 

One variable used in both stored diesel fuel oil calculation methods is the fuel 
consumption rate. The property of diesel fuel oil having the most significant effect on 
the fuel consumption rate is the energy content (heating value) of the fuel. There are 
standards which correlate the energy content to the fuel's American Petroleum Institute 
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(API) gravity or absolute specific gravity. At a minimum, ENO calculates required fuel 
storage values assuming the most limiting absolute specific gravity, and therefore, the 
most limiting fuel energy content. As long as the fuel oil placed in the storage tank is 
within the assumed absolute specific gravity range, the calculations of fuel consumption 
and required stored volume remain valid. Current SR 3.8.3.3 requires new fuel to be 
tested in order to verify that the new fuel API gravity or absolute specific gravity is within 
the range assumed in the stored diesel fuel oil calculation. 

The lube oil inventory equivalent to a 7 -day supply, as well as the 6-day supply 
associated with Condition B, is based on the emergency diesel generator manufacturer 
consumption values for the run time of the diesel generator. 

The above methods still provide assurance that the necessary quality of systems and 
components is maintained, that PNP operation will be within safety limits, and that the 
LCOs will be met. 

4.4 Deletion of Reference to Appendix B of ANSI N195-1976 

The proposed change deletes the reference to Appendix B of ANSI N195-1976 in the 
TS Bases for TS 3.8.3. As a result, there will only be a reference to ANSI N195-1976. 
LCO 3.8.3 requires, in part, that the stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil shall be within 
limits for the emergency diesel generators. The basis for these limits is derived from 
RG 1.137, Revision 1, and Appendix B of ANSI N195-1976. 

For proper operation of the emergency diesel generators, it is necessary to ensure the 
proper quality of the fuel oil. RG 1.137, Revision 1, addresses the recommended fuel 
oil practices as supplemented by ANSI N195-1976, Appendix B. The fuel oil properties 
that are checked to ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil are sediment content, the 
kinematic viscosity, specific gravity (or API gravity), and impurity level. 

Although the reference to Appendix B of ANSI N195-1976 will be deleted, RG 1.137, 
Revision 1, which is currently referenced in the TS Bases, states, "Appendix B to ANSI 
N195-1976 addresses the recommended fuel oil practices. Although not a mandatory 
part of the standard, Appendix B can serve as an acceptable basis for a program to 
maintain the quality of fuel oil, as supplemented by regulatory position 2 of this guide." 
Regulatory Position 2 of RG 1.137 states, in part, "Appendix B to ANSI N195-1976 
should be used as a basis for a program to ensure the initial and continuing quality of 
fuel oil." As a result, the use of Appendix B of ANSI N195-1976 is still referenced, 
although now indirectly, and therefore still provides a basis for ensuring the proper 
quality of the fuel oil; namely that water and sediment content, the kinematic viscosity, 
specific gravity (or API gravity), and impurity level are within the specified limits. 
Current SR 3.8.3.3 verifies these limits. 

The change still provides assurance that the lowest functional capability or performance 
levels of equipment required for safe operation of the facility will be continued to be met. 
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Fuel Oil Transfer Pump Change 

4.5 Modification to Action Table TS 3.8.3 "Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air" 

The Bases for TS LCO 3.8.1 currently describes an emergency diesel generator fuel oil 
consumption rate of about 2.6 gallons of fuel oil per minute at 2400 kW. The Bases 
also state that each emergency diesel generator day tank contains at least 
2500 gallons and that each fuel oil day tank contains sufficient fuel for more than 
15 hours of full load emergency diesel generator operation. Beyond that time, a fuel 
transfer pump is required to transfer additional fuel oil from the fuel oil storage tank to 
the emergency diesel generator day tank to support continued operation of the 
emergency diesel generator. This 15-hour duration is the basis for the Completion Time 
for TS 3.8.3 Condition C. The Completion Time for Condition C requires that the 
inoperable P-18A fuel transfer system be returned to operable status within 15 hours. 

The ENO fuel oil storage inventory calculation that determined the fuel oil storage 
inventory required to operate one emergency diesel generator for 7 days computed fuel 
oil consumption rates that were greater than the consumption rates described in 
the Bases for TS LCO 3.8.1. 

At the fuel oil consumption rate determined in the calculation, the 2500 gallons of fuel oil 
in each fuel oil day tank contains sufficient fuel for only about 13.5 hours of emergency 
diesel generator operation under accident loading conditions (Attachment 6). This 
calculated fuel day tank duration is less than the 15-hour duration described in 
TS B 3.8.1 and the 15-hour Completion Time for TS LCO 3.8.3 Condition C. 

Reducing the TS LCO 3.8.3 Condition C Completion Time to 12 hours would 
conservatively bound the 13.5-hour duration that a day tank inventory will support 
emergency diesel generator operation under accident loading conditions. 

ENO implemented administrative controls as a compensatory measure to limit the 
Completion Time for TS 3.8.3 Condition C to 12 hours. This administrative control 
bounds the 13.5-hour duration that the day tank inventory will support emergency diesel 
generator operation under accident loading conditions. The controls would be in place 
until the Completion Time for TS 3.8.3 Condition C is revised in a license amendment. 

This compensatory measure is in accordance with NRC Administrative Letter 98-010, 
"Dispositioning of Technical Specifications that are Insufficient to Assure Plant Safety." 
This administrative letter provides guidance for Technical Specifications that are 
determined to be non-conservative. Imposing administrative controls as a 
compensatory measure is an acceptable short-term solution under this letter. Following 
implementation of the administrative controls, a Technical Specification amendment is 
to be submitted to resolve the condition. 
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5.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS 

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration 

Entergy (ENO) has evaluated the proposed changes to the Technical Specifications 
(TS) using the criteria in 10 CFR 50.92 and has determined that the proposed changes 
do not involve a significant hazards consideration. 

The proposed changes would revise the TS by relocating the current stored diesel fuel 
oil and lube oil numerical volume requirements from the TS to the TS Bases so that they 
may be modified under licensee control. The TS would be modified so that the stored 
diesel fuel oil and lube oil inventory would require that a 7 -day supply be available for 
either emergency diesel generator. 

The proposed changes would also revise TS by requiring an inoperable P-18A fuel 
transfer system to be returned to operable status within 12 hours rather than 15 hours. 

As required by 10 CFR 50.92(c), an analysis of the issue of no significant hazards 
consideration is presented below: 

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

Response: No. 

The proposed change relocates the volume of diesel fuel oil and lube oil required to 
support 7 -day operation of the onsite emergency diesel generators, and the volume 
equivalent to a 6-day supply, to licensee control. The specific volume of fuel oil 
equivalent to a 7-day and 6-day supply is calculated using the NRC approved 
methodology described in Regulatory Guide 1.137, Revision 1, "Fuel Oil Systems for 
Standby Emergency diesel generators" and ANSI N195-1976, "Fuel Oil Systems for 
Standby Diesel Generators." The specific volume of lube oil equivalent to a 7-day and 
6-day supply is based on the emergency diesel generator manufacturer's consumption 
values for the run time of the diesel generator. Because the requirement to maintain a 
7-day supply of diesel fuel oil and lube oil is not changed and is consistent with the 
assumptions in the accident analyses, and the actions taken when the volume of fuel oil 
and lube oil are less than a 6-day supply have not changed, neither the probability or 
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated will be affected. 

The proposed change also reduces the Completion Time for TS 3.8.3 Condition C for 
an inoperable P-18A fuel transfer system from 15 hours to 12 hours. Reducing the 
Completion Time to 12 hours bounds the 13.5-hour time duration that the emergency 
diesel generator day tank will support emergency diesel generator operation under 
accident loading conditions. The change in Completion Time does not affect required 
TS actions if the Completion Time is exceeded. The Completion Time change does not 
affect the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 
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Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated. 

2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated? 

Response: No. 

The proposed fuel oil and lube oil changes do not involve a physical alteration of the 
plant (i.e., no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or a change in the 
methods governing normal plant operation. The change does not alter assumptions 
made in the safety analysis but ensures that the emergency diesel generator operates 
as assumed in the accident analysis. The proposed change is consistent with the 
safety analysis assumptions. 

The proposed change also reduces the Completion Time for TS 3.8.3 Condition C for 
an inoperable P-18A fuel transfer system from 15 hours to 12 hours. This change does 
not involve a physical alteration of the plant (Le., no new or different type of equipment 
will be installed). This change does not create a condition in which a new or different 
kind of accident can occur. It does not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis. 

Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any accident previously evaluated. 

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Response: No. 

The proposed change relocates the volume of fuel oil and lube oil required to support 
7-day operation of either emergency diesel generator, and the volume equivalent to a 
6-day supply, to licensee control. As the bases for the existing limits on diesel fuel oil 
and lube oil are not changed, no change is made to the accident analysis assumptions 
and no margin of safety is reduced as part of this change. 

The proposed change also reduces the Completion Time for TS 3.8.3 Condition C for 
an inoperable P-18A fuel transfer system from 15 hours to 12 hours. There are no 
adverse affects on margins of safety since a more stringent operability requirement will 
be applied to the P-18A fuel transfer system. Therefore, the proposed change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety. 
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Based on the above, the ENO concludes that the proposed changes present no 
significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92( c), and, 
accordingly, a finding of "no significant hazards consideration" is justified. 

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Reguirements/Criteria 

General Design Criterion (GDC) 17, "Electric Power Systems," of Appendix A, "General 
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to Title 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization 
Facilities," requires that an onsite electric power system and an offsite electric power 
system be provided to permit functioning of structures, systems, and components 
important to safety. In addition, GDC 17 contains requirements concerning system 
capacity, capability, independence, redundancy, availability, testability, and reliability. 

Regulatory Guide 1.137, Revision 1, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators" 
dated October 1979, describes a method acceptable to the NRC staff for complying with 
the Commission's regulations regarding diesel fuel oil systems for standby diesel 
generators and assurance of adequate diesel fuel oil quality. Regulatory Guide 1.137 
states that Appendix B to ANSI N195-1976 should be used as a basis for a program to 
ensure the initial and continuing quality of diesel fuel oil as supplemented by eight 
additional provisions described in the Regulatory Guide for maintaining the properties 
and quality of diesel fuel oil. 

ANSI N195-1976, "Fuel Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators," requires that 
onsite fuel oil storage shall be sufficient to operate the minimum number of diesel 
generators following the limiting design basis accident for either 7 days, or the time 
required to replenish the oil from sources outside the plant site following any limiting 
design basis event without interrupting the operation of the diesel, whichever is longer. 
The ANSI standard also provides guidance for calculating storage requirements. 

The proposed change does not affect the design of the onsite electric power system, 
the quality of the onsite electric power system, or the method of determining the 
necessary quantity of onsite diesel fuel oil or lube oil. 

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable 
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in 
the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the 
Commission's regulations, and (3) the approval of the proposed change will not be 
inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public. 

6.0 ENViRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION 

The proposed amendment does not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a 
significant change in the types or Significant increase in the amounts of any effluent that 
may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant increase in individual or cumulative 
occupational radiation exposure. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the 
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eligibility criterion for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22( c)(9). Therefore, 
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impactstatement or environmental 
assessment need be prepared in connection with the proposed amendment. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

RENEWED OPERATING LICENSE PAGE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS 

AND 

REVISED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGES 

3.8.3-1 

and 

3.8.3-3 

3 pages follow 



RENEWED FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR=20 

DOCKET NO. 50=255 

Remove the following pages of Appendix A Technical Specifications and replace with 
the attached revised pages. The revised pages are identified by amendment number and 
contain lines in the margin indicating the areas of change. 

REMOVE 

Page 3.8.3-1 

Page 3.8.3-3 

INSERT 

Page 3.8.3-1 

Page 3.8.3-3 



Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 

LCO 3.8.3 For each Diesel Generator (DG): 

a. The stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air subsystem shall 
be within limits, and 

b. Both diesel fuel oil transfer systems shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 
----------------------------------------------------------NOT E -----------------------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Fuel oil inventory less than A.1 Restore fuel oil 48 hours 
a 7 day supply and greater inventory to within limits. 
than a 6 day supply. 

B. Stored lube oil inventory B.1 Restore stored lube oil 48 hours 
less than a 7 day supply inventory to within limits. 
and greater than a 6 day 
supply. 

C. Fuel transfer system C.1 Restore fuel transfer 12 hours 
(P-18A) inoperable. system to OPERABLE 

status. 

D. Fuel transfer system D.1 Restore fuel transfer 7 days 
(P-18B) inoperable. system to OPERABLE 

status. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 3.8.3-1 Amendment No. 489, 



Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify the fuel oil storage subsystem contains :2: a 24 hours 
7 day supply of fuel. 

SR 3.8.3.2 Verify stored lube oil inventory is :2: a 7 day supply. 31 days 

SR 3.8.3.3 Verify fuel oil properties of new and stored fuel oil are In accordance with 
tested in accordance with, and maintained within the the Fuel Oil 
limits of, the Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testing Program 

SR 3.8.3.4 Verify each DG air start receiver pressure is 31 days 
:2: 200 psig. 

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove excess accumulated water from 92 days 
the fuel oil storage tank. 

SR 3.8.3.6 Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to transfer 92 days 
fuel oil from the fuel oil storage tank to each DG day 
tank and engine mounted tank. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 3.8.3-3 Amendment No. 4&9, 



ATTACHMENT 3 

MARK=UP OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGES 

(showing proposed changes; additions are highlighted and deletions are 
strikethrough) 

2 pages follow 



3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 

LCO 3.8.3 For each Diesel Generator (DG): 

a. The stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air subsystem shall 
be within limits, and 

b. Both diesel fuel oil transfer systems shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: When associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 
----------------------------------------------------------NOT E -----------------------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DG. 

CONDITION 

A. Fuel oil inventory A.1 
< 23,700 gallons and 
>20,110 gallons less than a 

lfi~~f~~~ii~~: ~f~;t~r 
storage tanl<. 

B.. Stored lube oil inventory B.1 
< 200 gallons and 
> 160 gallons I~~~ 
da iizsu"'t"\and' <i • 

8'~a~f·~lppfy.<~L .... 

C. Fuel transfer system C.1 
(P-18A) inoperable. 

D. Fuel transfer system D.1 
(P-18B) inoperable. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Restore fuel oil 48 hours 
inventory to within 
limits. 

Restore stored lube oil 48 hours 
inventory to within 
limits. 

Restore fuel transfer 4a 12 hours 
system to OPERABLE 
status. 

Restore fuel transfer 7 days 
system to OPERABLE 
status. 

3.8.3-1 Amendment No. 189 



Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify the fuel oil storage taRk sub~ystem contains ~ 
~d,7QQ €JaileRs Cl7:c!aY.suppIY of fuel. 

24 hours 

SR 3.8.3.2 V~rifys!?redlube oil inventory is ~ ~QQ €JaileRs ~. 31 days 
7~~y·§~pply. 

SR 3.8.3.3 Verify fuel oil properties of new and stored fuel oil are In accordance with 
tested in accordance with, and maintained within the the Fuel Oil 
limits of, the Fuel Oil Testing Program. Testing Program 

SR 3.8.3.4 Verify each DG air start receiver pressure is 31 days 
~ 200 psig. 

SR 3.8.3.5 Check for and remove excess accumulated water from 92 days 
the fuel oil storage tank. 

SR 3.8.3.6 Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to transfer 92 days 
fuel oil from the fuel oil storage tank to each DG day 
tank and engine mounted tank. 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 3.8.3-3 Amendment No. 189 



ATTACHMENT 4 

MARK=UP OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION BASES PAGES 

B 3.8.1-2, 

B 3.8.1-3, 

B3.8.1-16, 

B 3.8.1-24, 

and 

B 3.8.3-1 

through 

B 3.8.3-7 

11 pages follow 



BASES 

BACKGROUND 
( continued) 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

The three startup transformers are connected to a common 345 kV 
overhead line from the switchyard R bus. Startup transformers 1-1 and 
1-3 supply 4160 V non-safety related station loads; Startup Transformer 
1-2 can supply both safety related and non-safety related 2400 V loads. 
The startup transformers are available during operation and shutdown. 

Safeguards Transformer 1-1 is connected to the switchyard F bus. It 
feeds station 2400 V loads through an underground line. It is available 
to supply these loads during operation and shutdown. 

The onsite distribution system consists of seven main distribution buses 
(4160 V buses 1A, 1B, iF, and 1G, and 2400 V buses 1C, 1D, and 1E) 
and supported lower voltage buses, Motor Control Centers (MCCs), and 
lighting panels. The 4160 V buses and 2400 V bus 1 E are not safety 
related. Buses 1 C and 1 D and their supported buses and MCCs form 
two independent, redundant, safety related distribution trains. Each 
distribution train supplies one train of engineered safety features 
equipment. 

In the event of a generator trip, all loads supplied by the station power 
transformers are automatically transferred to the startup transformers. 
Loads supplied by the safeguards transformer are unaffected by a plant 
trip. If power is lost to the safeguards transformer, the 2400 V loads will 
automatically transfer to startup transformer 1-2. If the startup 
transformers are not energized when these transfers occur, their output 
breakers will be blocked from closing and the 2400 V safety related 
buses will be energized by the DGs. 

The two DGs each supply one 2400 V bus. They provide backup power 
in the event of loss of off-site power, or loss of power to the associated 
2400 V bus. The continuous rating of the DGs is 2500 kW, with 
110 percent overload permissible for 2 hours. The required fuel in the 
Fuel Oil Storage Tank and DG Day Tank will supply one DG for a 
minimum period of 7 days assuming accident loading conditions aA€I
fuel conservation practices. 

If either 240Q V bus, 1 C or 1 D, experiences a sustained undervoltage, 
the associated DG is started, the affected bus is separated from its 
offsite power sources, major loads are stripped from that bus and its 
supported buses, the DGs are connected to the bus, and ECCS or 
shutdown loads are started by an automatic load sequencer. 

B3.8.1-2 Revised 02/24/2005 



BASES 

BACKGROUND 
( continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.B.1 

The DGs share a common fuel oil storage and transfer system. A 
single buried Fuel Oil Storage Tank is used, along with an individual day 
tank for each DG, to maintain the required fuel oil inventory. Two fuel 
transfer pumps are provided. The fuel tran~f~rPlJr11ps are necessary for 
long-term operation of the DGs. Testing and~nCllysj~ have shown that 
each DG consumes about 2.6 gallons of fuel oil per minute at 2400 kllV. 
gOq:§~118I1q~()t:%ft:l~.1'9ci.Lp~rQ9;~t~~·~·i5Jr~W·~~·d?~P·9ut\:ila~g~llphs0ti~~i 
Qil.!~er·~I"l.()Il~.a,tg§OOl(.W. Each day tank is required to contain at least 
2500 gallons. Therefore, each fuel oil day tank and contains sufficient 
fuel for more than ~boi.H1~3{5 4e hours of full load (2500 kW) operation 
(R~f}.';8). Beyond that time, a fuel transfer pump is required for 
continued DG operation. 

Either fuel transfer pump is capable of supplying either DG. However, 
each fuel transfer pump is not capable, with normally available 
switching, of being powered from either DG. DG 1-1 can power either 
fuel transfer pump, but DG 1-2 can only power P-1BA. The fuel oil 
pumps share a common fuel oil storage tank, and common piping. 

Fuel transfer pump P-1BA is powered from MCC-B, which is normally 
connected to Bus 1 D (DG 1-2) through Station Power Transformer 12 
and Load Center 12. In an emergency, P-1BA can be powered from 
Bus 1 C (DG 1-1) by cross-connecting Load Centers 11 and 12. 

Fuel transfer pump P-1BB is powered from MCC-1, which is normally 
connected to Bus 1 C (DG 1-1) through Station Power Transformer 19 
and Load Center 19. P-1BB cannot be powered, using installed 
equipment, from Bus 1 D (DG 1-2). 

The safety analyses do not explicitly address AC electrical power. They 
do, however, assume that the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) are 
available. The OPERABILITY of the ESF functions is supported by the 
AC Power Sources. 

The design requirements are for each assumed safety function to be 
available under the following conditions: 

a. The occurrence of an accident or transient, 

b. The resultant consequential failures, 

c. A worst-case single active failure, 

d. Loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power, and 

e. The most reactive control rod fails to insert. 

B 3.B.1-3 Revised 02/24/2005 



BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 
(continued) 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

SR 3.8.1.3 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing 
with the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or 
equal to the equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads for at 
least 15 minutes. A minimum total run time of 60 minutes is required to 
stabilize engine temperatures. 

During the period when the DG is paralleled to the grid, it must be 
considered inoperable. This is because there are no provisions to 
automatically shift the DG controls from parallel mode to unit mode. 
Additionally, when paralleled, there are certain conditions where the 
protection schemes may not prevent DG overloading and subsequent 
breaker trip and lockout. 

The 31-day Frequency for this Surveillance is consistent with the 
original Palisades licensing basis. 

The SR is modified by three Notes. Note 1 states that momentary 
transients outside the required band do not invalidate this test. This is 
to assure that a minor change in grid conditions and the resultant 
change in DG load, or a similar event, does not result in a surveillance 
being unnecessarily repeated. Note 2 indicates that this Surveillance 
should be conducted on only one DG at a time in order to avoid 
common cause failures that might result from offsite circuit or grid 
perturbations. Note 3 stipulates a prerequisite requirement for 
performance of this SR. A successful DG start must precede this test to 
credit satisfactory performance. 

SR 3.8.1.4 

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in the day tank is at 
or above the level at which fuel oil is automatically added. The 
specified level is adequate for a minimum of 4a ~~;& hours of DG 
operation at full load. 

The 31-day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient supply of 
fuel oil is available, since low-level alarms are provided and plant 
operators would be aware of any uses of the DG during this period. 

B 3.8.1-16 Revised 02/24/2005 



BASES 

REFERENCES 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974 

3. Generic Letter 84-15, July 2,1984 

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18 

5. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 3, July 1993 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

6. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev. 1, October 1979 

7. Palisades Logic Drawing E-17, Sheet 4 

8~:?engir1~el"ing:;CSh~r1g~Q12j;18 
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Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

The Diesel Generators (DGs) are provided with a storage taRk 
~t.I:>:Sy§teri1 having a required fuel oil inventory sufficient to operate one 
diesel for a period .~f 7da}'s~lJIJ~il~thePG ,is ~~pplyin~m~:<i~um post
accident lo~ds ... -r~~~f~~!YPil·~tqta~~·~~l:>syst~nY.is·CQmpri~e<:lof the fuel 
OiIStorageT~·f1K·an~~afueJ.()i1}da}l;talllc This onsite fuel oil capacity is 
sufficient to operate the DG for longer than the time to replenish the 
onsite supply from offsite sources. 

Fuel oil is transferred from the Fuel Oil Storage Tank to either day tank 
by either of two Fuel Transfer Systems. The fuel oil transfer system 
which includes fuel transfer pump P-18A can be powered by offsite 
power, or by either DG. However, the fuel oil transfer system which 
includes fuel transfer pump P-18B can only be powered by offsite 
power, or by DG 1-1. 

For proper operation of the standby DGs, it is necessary to ensure the 
proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.137 (Ref. 1) 
addresses the recommended fuel oil practices as supplemented by 
ANSI N195-1976 (Ref. 2). 

The DG lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient lubrication 
to permit proper operation of its associated DG under all loading 
conditions. The system is required to circulate the lube oil to the diesel 
engine working surfaces and to remove excess heat generated by 
friction during operation. The onsite storage in addition to the engine oil, 
stIffij3 is sufficient to ensure 7 days of continuous operation. This supply 
is sufficient supply to allow the operator to replenish lube oil from offsite 
sources. Implicit in this LCO is the requirement to assure, though not 
necessarily by testing, the capability to transfer the lube oil from its 
storage location to the DG oil sump, while the DG is running. 

Each DG is provided with an associated starting air subsystem to 
assure independent start capability. The starting air system is required 
to have a minimum capacity with margin for a DG start attempt without 
recharging the air start receivers. 

B 3.8.3-1 Revised 07/22/2002 



APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

LCO 

APPLICABILITY 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 
4 is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating"; 
during MODES 5 and 6, in the Bases for LCO 3.8.2, HAC Sources -
Shutdown." Since diesel fuel, lube oil, and starting air subsystems 
support the operation of the standby AC power sources, they satisfy 
Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2). 

Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for 7 days of 
full accident load operation. It is also required to meet specific 
standards for quality. The specified 7 day requirement and the 6 day 
quantity listed in Condition A are taken from the Engineering Analysis 
associated 'Nith Event Report E PAL 93 026B. Additionally, the ability 
to transfer fuel oil from the storage tank to each day tank is required 
from each of the two transfer pumps. 

Additionally, sufficient lube oil supply must be available to ensure the 
capability to operate at full accident load for 7 days. This requirement is 
in addition to the lube oil contained in the engine sump. The specified 
7 day requirement and the 6 day quantity listed in Condition Bare 
based on an assumed lube oil consumption of 0.8 to 1.0% of fuel oil 
consumption. 

The starting air subsystem must provide, without the aid of the refill 
compressor, sufficient air start capacity, including margin, to assure 
start capability for its associated DG. 

These requirements, in conjunction with an ability to obtain replacement 
supplies within 7 days, support the availability of the DGs. DG day tank 
fuel requirements are addressed in LCOs 3.8.1 and 3.8.2. 

DG OPERABILITY is required by LCOs 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 to ensure the 
availability of the required AC power to shut down the reactor and 
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition following a loss of off-site 
power. Since diesel fuel, lube oil, and starting air support LCOs 3.8.1 
and 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil, lube oil, and starting air are required to 
be within limits, and the fuel transfer system is required to be 
OPERABLE, when either DG is required to be OPERABLE. 

B 3.8.3-2 Revised 07/22/2002 



ACTIONS 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

In this Condition, the available DG fuel oil supply is less than the 
requir~?7~aysupply, but en?~~~fora~lea,st 6 days .. Th~f4e.I().iI 
invehtory·.~9iiiX~!~.~t~()·~·6;.CI§t~;§M~p!yi~~3!3,.5~2<g~119n9\(~ef..5tJhis 
inv~ntory' i~··G0I1$g·rvatively~l;iasefl(}rlcin;9pr51f~q?60Q~W[)GeaR~~ity. 
This condition allows sufficient time to obtain additional fuel and to 
perform the sampling and analyses required prior to addition of fuel oil 
to the tank. A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete 
restoration of the required inventory prior to declaring the DGs 
inoperable. 

In this Condition, the available DG lube oil supply in storage is less than 
the r~q~ired7~~¥;~upply, but enough for at least 6 days: ThelObeoil 
inv~nt~W;~qlli~cil~~tf6.a ~day supply is 268 gallons (Ref. 5)"'J~i~ 
in"e:l)t<?rYd§}iefftl~,E:)lYatj\/Elly;lici$~d QI1.·cinUPf(3ted.·26.QQ .. kYV .• ·PG·~ClPC!clty. 
This condition allows sufficient time to obtain additional lube oil. A 
period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration of the 
required inventory prior to declaring the DGs inoperable. 

C.1, D.1, and E.1 

Since DG 1-2 cannot power fuel transfer pump P-18B, without P-18A, 
DG 1-2 becomes dependant on offsite power or DG 1-1 for its fuel 
supply (beyond the aRPr,Q~Jmci!elyJ~.~ 4-§ hours it will operate on the 
day tank), and does not meet the requirement for independence. Since 
the condition is not as severe as the DG itself being inoperable, 4-§ 12 
hours is allowed to restore the fuel transfer system to operable status 
prior to declaring the DG inoperable. 

Without P-18B, either DG can still provide power to the remaining fuel 
transfer system. Therefore, neither DG is directly affected. Continued 
operation with a single remaining fuel transfer system, however, must 
be limited since an additional single active failure (P-18A) could disable 
the onsite power system. Because the loss of P-18B is less severe 
than the loss of one DG, a 7 day Completion Time is allowed. 

If both fuel transfer systems are inoperable, the onsite AC sources are 
limited to about 13.5 4-§ hours duration. Since this condition is not as 
severe as both DGs being inoperable, 8 hours is allowed to restore one 
fuel transfer pump to OPERABLE status. 

B 3.8.3-3 Revised 07/22/2002 



ACTIONS 
(continued) 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

With the stored fuel oil properties, other than viscosity, and water and 
sediment, defined in the Fuel Oil Testing Program not within the 
required limits, but acceptable for short term DG operation, a period of 
30 days is allowed for restoring the stored fuel oil properties. The most 
likely cause of stored fuel oil becoming out of limits is the addition of 
new fuel oil with properties that do not meet all of the limits. This 30 day 
period provides sufficient time to determine if-new fuel oil, when mixed 
with stored fuel oil, will produce an acceptable mixture, or if other 
methods to restore the stored fuel oil properties are required. This 
restoration may involve feed and bleed procedures, filtering, or 
combinations of these procedures. Even if a DG start and load was 
required during this time interval and the fuel oil properties were outside 
limits, there is a high likelihood that the DG would still be capable of 
performing its intended function. 

With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not met, or 
with diesel fuel oil, lube oil, or starting air subsystem not within limits for 
reasons other than addressed by Conditions A, B, or F, the associated 
DG may be incapable of performing its intended function and must be 
immediately declared inoperable. 

In the event that diesel fuel oil with viscosity, or water and sediment is 
out of limits, this would be unacceptable for even short term DG 
operation. Viscosity is important primarily because of its effect on the 
handling of the fuel by the pump and injector system; water and 
sediment provides an indication of fuel contamination. When the fuel oil 
stored in the Fuel Oil Storage Tank is determined to be out of viscosity, 
or water and sediment limits, the DGs must be declared inoperable, 
immediately. 

B 3.8.3-4 Revised 07/22/2002 



SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

SR 3.8.3.1 

Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate inventory of fuel 
oil in the storage taM SUI:l15y~tel11 t~~yppo~eith.er [)<3'~ operation for 
7d~y?~tflW post -.~cc.ident load. ~lli~.{d~L9i1iQx~J1~9ry.~qt.lJv'cill~l)t·,tQ 
~~Y~l.IpgIY21~~$~;· ", ' ;wtrllGaIGi·:i"I.~' 't"", ,'rl;:·'j·,n';"!:II",r-hrnlOll'lr-A 

with: Refere' i •• 

~~"" '. 
a; 

The 24 hour Frequency is specified to ensure that a sufficient supply of 
fuel oil is available, since the Fuel Oil Storage Tank is the fuel oil supply 
for the diesel fire pumps, heating and evaporator boilers, in addition to 
the DGs. 

SR 3.8.3.2 

This Surveillance ensures that sufficient stored lube oil inventory is 
available to support at least 7 days of full accident load operation for 
~n~ PG~!h~29qgallo~~r~q~i~~rn.e nt 11.I"I~Hi.JI:>~onin"eDf9f:Y~q~iYl:llent 
t6 ;~:~c;ii:lY:2~UPpjYii§(i~~S;gMo~s:>:aOcl is based on a n.es,~i~C3ted 
cO~,~u~~ti~~ ~f O.~ t~ 1P% 9f t,u~1 oilc?n~~~pti9~t~ef:f;!i»),m~i~ 
i~y~~t0I¥,·is;~lsPc'Q.i-!~EgrvClti"€liy;~a,~ecl'QO·.anup(at~Cls26,QPI$Wi~G 
pa~~gity. 

A 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient lube oil 
supply is onsite, since DG starts and run times are closely monitored by 
the plant staff. 

SR 3.8.3.3 

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new fuel oil 
and stored fuel oil are of the appropriate grade and have not been 
contaminated with substances that would have an immediate, 
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. 

Testing for viscosity, specific gravity, and water and sediment is 
completed for fuel oil delivered to the plant prior to its being added to 
the Fuel Oil Storage Tank. Fuel oil which fails the test, but has not been 
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Palisades Nuclear Plant 

SR 3.8.3.3 (continued) 

Diesel Fuel, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

added to the Fuel Oil Storage Tank does not imply failure of this SR and 
requires no specific action. If results from these tests are within 
acceptable limits, the fuel oil may be added to the storage tank without 
concern for contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage 
tank. 

Fuel oil is tested for other of the parameters specified in ASTM D975 
(Ref. 3) in accordance with the Fuel Oil Testing Program required by 
Specification 5.5.11. Fuel oil determined to have one or more 
measured parameters, other than viscosity or water and sediment, 
outside acceptable limits will be evaluated for its effect on DG operation. 
Fuel oil which is determined to be acceptable for short term DG 

operation, but outside limits will be restored to within limits in 
accordance with LCO 3.8.3 Condition F. 

SR 3.8.3.4 

This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the refill compressor, 
sufficient air start capacity for each DG is available. The pressure 
specified in this SR is intended to reflect the acceptable margin from 
which successful starts can be accomplished. 

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, capability, 
redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and other indications 
available in the control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to 
below normal air start pressure. 

SR 3.8.3.5 

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation. There 
are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause fouling, but all 
must have a water environment in order to survive. Removal of water 
from the Fuel Oil Storage Tank once every 92 days eliminates the 
necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the most effective 
means of controlling microbiological fouling. In addition, it reduces the 
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. 
Water may come from any of several sources, including condensation, 
ground water, rain water, contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of 
the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of 
accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides data regarding the 
watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies 
and acceptance criteria are established in the Fuel Oil Testing Program 
based, in part, on those recommended by RG 1.137 (Ref. 1). This SR 
is for preventative maintenance. 
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SR 3.8.3.5 (continued) 

The presence of water does not necessarily represent failure of this SR 
provided the accumulated water is removed in accordance with the 
requirements of the Fuel Oil Testing Program. 

SR 3.8.3.6 

This SR demonstrates that each fuel transfer pump and the fuel transfer 
system controls operate and control transfer of fuel from the Fuel Oil 
Storage Tank to each day tank and engine mounted tank. This is 
required to support continuous operation of standby power sources. 

This SR provides assurance that the following portions of the fuel 
transfer system is OPERABLE: 

a. Fuel Transfer Pumps; 

b. Day and engine mounted tank filling solenoid valves; and 

c. Day and engine mounted tank automatic level controls. 

The 92 day Frequency corresponds to the testing requirements for 
pumps in the ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 4). Additional assurance of 
fuel transfer system OPERABILITY is provided during the monthly 
starting and loading tests for each DG when the fuel oil system will 
function to maintain level in the day and engine mounted tanks. 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.137 

2. ANSI N195-1976, Appendi)( B 

3. ASTM Standards, D975, Table 1 

4. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI 

5. Engineering Analysis EA-EC6432-01 
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The primary purpose of this calculation is to determine the fuel oil storage 
requirements to operate one Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) for seven 
(7) days assuming accident loading conditions employing current industry 
practices for determining fuel storage requirements. The secondary 
purpose of this calculation is to determine the lube oil storage requirements 
to operate one EDG for (7) days under accident loading conditions. 

The following are the calculation objectives: 

a. Determine Emergency Diesel Generator fuel oil consumption rates at 
continuous rated capacity. 

b. Determine critical submergence depth to prevent air entrainment vortexing 
for the diesel fuel oil transfer pumps suction located in Diesel Fuel Oil 
Storage Tank T-10A 

c. Determine amount of unusable fuel in Tank T-10A 
d. Determine required diesel fuel oil storage volumes 
e. Determine Tank T-10A levels associated with required storage volumes 
f. Validate that the available Net Positive Suction Head (NPSHA) for the 

Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps, P-18A118B is adequate 
g. Determine required lube oil storage volume 

This calculation supersedes calculation EA-A-NL-92-337-01, "Palisades EDG 
Diesel Fuel Oil Requirements for a DBA", Rev. 2. This calculation supersedes 
the level setting information in calculation EA-FC-958-04 "Calculation to Size and 
Provide Instrumentation Levels for the Replacement of the Diesel Fuel Oil Tank 
T-10 with T-1OA", Rev. 2 

2.0 CONCLUSION 

• EDG diesel fuel consumption rates based on a fuel specific gravity of 
0.830 are: @ 2600 KW fuel consumption rate = 185.94 gal/hr; @ 2850 
KW fuel consumption rate = 205.56 gal/hr 

• The critical submergence depth to prevent air entrainment vortexing for 
the fuel oil transfer pump suction line is 5" above suction line inlet level. 
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IjI The amount of unusable fuel in Tank T -1 OA due to the elevation of the 
diesel fuel oil transfer pump suction piping above the bottom of the tank, 
and the additional submergence depth to prevent vortexing is 1777 gals. 

IjI Required diesel fuel storage volumes are as follows: 

Fuel required to operate 1 EDG for 7 Days (includes unusable volume) = 
33054 gals. This is Palisades' License compliance volume. 
Fuel required to operate 1 EDG for 7 Days + amount to account for 
periodic EDG testing = 35254 gals 

IjI The following gives the Tank T-i0A required storage volumes vs. level. 
The volumes are total required stored volume minus EDG Day Tank 
stored volume of 2500 gals. 

(This information is extracted from table 6-2) 

Item Required Stored Tank T-lOA Level 
Volume Tank T-lOA Adjusted for Instrument 

Inaccuracy 
Inside top of N/A N/A 
Tank 
LlA-1400 48227 gal 126.1" 
High Level 
Alarm 
LlA-1400 32754 gal 92.48" 
Low Level Alarm 
LlA-1400 30554 gal 87.48" 
7 Day EDG run 
storaQe 
Level Indicator N/A N/A 
Bottom of 
RanQe 
Inside Bottom of N/A N/A 
Tank 

IjI Available Net Positive Suction Head for Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer pumps 
was validated as adequate. 

IjI The required lube oil storage volume needed to operate 1 EDG for 7 
days = 313 gals 
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3.1 Palisades FSAR Section 8.4.1.3 states that IEEE 308-1978 requires 
sufficient fuel be on site for operation of one diesel for seven days assuming 
accident loads (Ref. 7.1) 

3.2 ANSI N 195-1976 paragraph 5.4 will be used as guidance in determining the 
diesel fuel oil storage requirements (Ref. 7.2). Paragraph 5.4 presents two 
methods for calculating total fuel storage. The conservative method will be 
used in this calculation, which assumes that the diesel operates 
continuously for seven days at its rated capacity. Paragraph 5.4 also states 
that an explicit allowance for fuel consumption required by periodic testing 
be included. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref 7.31) accepts ANSI N195-
1976 methodology for the calculation of fuel oil storage requirements for 
standby diesel generators. 

3.3 The Palisades Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG) are currently rated at 
2500 KW continuous with a two hour overload rating of 2750 KW per 
Palisades FSAR section 8.4.1.3. 

There are plans to increase the EDGs output ratings to 2600 KW 
continuous and 2850 KW 2 hr overload rating. This calculation will be 
based on the planned increased ratings (ie, 2600 KW/2850 KW). The 
calculated fuel consumption values using the increased ratings will be 
conservative for the current EDG ratings of 2500 KW continuous and 2750 
KW 2 hr overload rating. 

3.4 The Palisades Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank,T-10A, is a horizontal, 
cylindrical tank with flat ends. Tank inside diameter is 12'-0" (144") with an 
inside length of 60' (720") per Palisades Vendor Drawing VEN-M0071A Sht. 
3 (Ref. 7.3). The 60' tank length shown on Drawing VEN-M0071A Sht. 3 is 
listed as "nominal". No final as-built tank dimensional information was 
located, but the available record drawings information indicate the tank 
length as 60'. Therefore, 60' will be used as the tank length. 
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3.5 EDG fuel oil consumption rates are obtained from the original vendor test 
data which provides fuel consumption in Ibs/hr at various loads (Ref. 7.4). 
The fuel consumption rates for EDG # 2 were the highest and will be utilized 
in this calculation. The data is repeated in the table below. 

Kilowatts Fuel Consumed 
Lbs/Hr 

600 350 
1330 671 
1908 951 
2503 1234 
2827 1410 

3.6 The EDG Day Tanks, T-25A & T-25B, are maintained with a minimum of 
2500 gallons of diesel fuel each per Palisades Technical Specifications 
3.8.1 (Ref. 7.21). 

3.7 Each EDG is tested monthly per Palisades Technical Specification 
Surveillance Procedure MO-7A-1 & MO-7A-2 (Refs 7.5 & 7.6) during which 
the EDGs are operated nominally for 4 hours. 

3.8 Required submergence to prevent air entrainment vortexing for the Diesel 
Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps P-18A and P-18B suction line in T -1 OA is 
calculated employing the Reddy/Pickford methodology presented in the 
Water Power article "Vortices at Intake in Conventional Sumps" (Ref. 7.7), 
included as Attachment 8.6. Reddy/Pickford is one of several available 
methods presented in Entergy Engineering Guide EN-ME-G-001 (Ref 7.18) 
for determining required submergence. The Reddy/Pickford method was 
chosen because it is applicable to the Tank T -1 OA suction piping 
configuration and will provide appropriately conservative results. 
Additionally, the Reddy/Pickford methodology has been applied by other 
nuclear plants for determining required submergence, including Entergy 
Vermont Yankee (Ref. 7.22) 

3.9 Nominal design flow rate for the Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps P-18A and 
P-18B is 20 gpm per Ref. 7.8. The flow rate used in calculating the required 
submergence to prevent air entrainment is 25 gpm. The 25 gpm value 
comes from the post modification test results discussed in EA-FC-958-05 
Section 5.8 (Ref. 7.9). The flow rate is based on one pump operation. 
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Pump P-1SA is normally aligned and automatically transfers fuel to a day 
tank. Pump P-1SB suction valve is locked closed and P-1SB is operated 
manually only (Ref. 7.23). 

3.10 This calculation employs current industry practices for determining required 
diesel fuel oil storage volume. In addition, this calculation includes large 
conservatisms such as the EDG. operates continuously at rated capacity for 
7 days, fuel in the EDG belly tank (also called bedplate tank
approximately SOO gals.) is not taken credit for in determining stored diesel 
fuel oil volume, and that operators take no action to refill Tank T-10A. This 
conservatism and inherent margin are mentioned to highlight the precision 
levels of this fuel oil storage calculation. Items that would have only very 
minimal impact on results are not considered. Examples of these include: 
the minor impact of temperature changes in tank T -1 OA on fuel density, 
minor impact on level indication/alarm setpoints due to measuring and test 
equipment (M& TE) accuracy and potential out of roundness of tank, etc. 
Again, calculation employs current industry practices and produces 
conservative results. 

3.11 Lube oil consumption is a percentage of fuel oil consumption. It is stated on 
page B3.S.3-2 of Technical Specifications Bases 3.S.3 (Ref. 7.29) that lube 
oil consumption is O.S to 1.0% of fuel oil consumption. The reference for 
the Technical Specifications Bases lube oil consumption values is not 
provided in the Bases document. Available EDG vendor documentation 
(Ref.7.30) provides an upper range lube oil consumption factor of 0.7%. 
For the purposes of this calculation, a lube oil consumption factor of 1.0% of 
fuel oil consumption will be used to calculate lube oil consumption. 

4.0 ASSUMPTIONS 

4.1 The foot valve/strainer combination at the bottom of the suction piping in T-
10A for the fuel oil transfer pumps provides no vortex suppression function. 

4.2 EDG fuel oil consumption at continuous rated output is not impacted by 
operation at slightly higher frequency (speed) (61.2 Hz vs. 60 Hz). Specific 
fuel consumption, Ibm/brake horsepower, is a function of power and is fairly 
constant near rated load. 

4.3 The EDG fuel oil consumption rates obtained from the original 
manufacturer's test data (Ref. 7.4) remain valid for determining EDG fuel 
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consumption. Maintenance of the diesels has not negatively impacted 
engine efficiency. Engineering Analysis EA-T-343-01 (Ref.7.24) evaluated 
the results of Special Test T-343 "Fuel Oil Consumption Test" and 
determined that the original manufacturer tested fuel consumption rates are 
conservative. 

4.4 Determination of Diesel Fuel density is based on a stored fuel temperature 
of 60 of. 60 of is the standard reference temperature used for specifying 
fuel oil API gravity (Ref. 7.20, Att. 9). A 60 of temperature is reasonable for 
underground tanks since ground temperature will remain fairly constant and 
generally in the 50 of to 60 of range at the latitude of Palisades. 

4.5 Internal to Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank T-10A are piping and fixtures that 
reduce the total useable volume of the tank. That volume reduction is small 
(estimated to be less than 50 gallons of the total tank volume of 50,000 
gallons) and will not be considered in the calculation of tank storage volume 
vs.level. 

4.6 Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank T -1 OA is assumed to be installed with the tank 
ends level. There is no information on the Tank installation drawings (Refs. 
7.12 & 7.22) that would indicate an out of plumb condition. 

5.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

This analysis determines the required Diesel fuel oil storage inventory 
needed to operate one Emergency Diesel Generator for seven (7) days 
(168 hours) assuming accident loading conditions. The EDG fuel 
consumption rates are calculated assuming the EDG operates continuously 
for seven days at rated capacity, with the first two hours at the 2 hr overload 
rating. 

The following methodologies are utilized in the calculation: 

5.1 EDG Fuel consumption rate in Ibs/hr at the continuous rated capacity of 
2600KW will be computed by interpolation from the initial vendor testing 
data. 

5.2 EDG Fuel consumption rate in Ibs/hr at the 2 hr load rating of 2850KW will 
be computed by extrapolation from the initial vendor testing data. The 
highest tested KW value was 2827 KW. Reviewing the test data, it can be 
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seen that the generator efficiency at the two highest output test values of 
2503 KW and 2827 KW reached a constant value of 96.1 %. Additionally, 
specific fuel consumption (Lbs/BHPxHr) is essentially constant above 50% 
load. Therefore, linear extrapolation will provide an accurate value of EDG 
fuel consumption at the uprated value of 2850 KW. 

5.3 Fuel consumption rates in Ibs/hr will be converted to gallons per hour based 
on a diesel fuel Specific Gravity of 0.830. A Specific Gravity value of 0.830 
is used for the following reasons: 

Appendix C to ANSI/ANS-59.51-1997 "Fuel Oil Systems for Safety-Related 
Emergency Diesel Generators" recommends that fuel oil absolute specific 
gravity at 60/60 of be greater than or equal to 0.83 but less than or equal to 
0.89 (Ref. 7.10). ANSI/ANS-59.51-1997 is the latest revision of this 
standard, and is being used as best practice guidance only. Palisades is not 
committed to use of this standard. 

Use of the 0.830 specific gravity value also accounts for the potential 
reduction in the heat content of the diesel fuel oil as a result of the change to 
Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel fuel (ULSD). As discussed in EC961 0 (Ref. 7.11), 
Palisades is now receiving ULSD fuel. The ULSD fuel heat content in 
relation to specific gravity is estimated to be reduced 1 % versus previous low 
sulfur diesel fuel. Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank T-1 OA monthly fuel oil 
sample data for the past five years indicates that the lowest fuel oil specific 
gravity was 0.845 (see Att. 8.4). To account for the potential 1 % decrease in 
heat content at any specific gravity, the specific gravity of the fuel is reduced 
by the 1 %; 0.845 x 0.99 =0.837. The resultant decrease in specific gravity 
to 0.837 is greater than the specific gravity value of 0.830, therefore use of a 
specific gravity of 0.830 is conservative. 

In order to ensure that stored diesel fuel oil and new fuel deliveries meet 
the minimum specific gravity of 0.830, the Palisades Fuel Oil Program 
Procedure COP-22A (Ref. 7.20) should be revised to incorporate the 
minimum specific gravity requirement. The limit should be established at 
a specific gravity value of 0.838 to account for the potential 1 % decrease 
in heat content, i.e. 0.830 + 1 % = 0.838. 

5.4 The total required diesel fuel oil storage quantity includes an amount of fuel 
needed for periodic testing. That fuel amount is the fuel required in any 
month for monthly EDG testing. Each of the two EDGs are tested each 
month per Surveillance Procedures MO-7A-1 (EDG 1-1) and MO-7A-2 
(EDG 1-2). Each EDG is operated for less than 4 hours each at rated load. 
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The total amount of fuel to account for periodic testing will be based on 8 
hrs total EDG run time at rated load of 2600 KW. 

5.5 The method for determining Tank T-10A volume versus level above the 
bottom of the tank is based on the following formula for a horizontal 
cylindrical tank with flat ends. The formula was found through an internet 
search, see Attachment 8.5. 

V= L [R2 ARCCOS (1-H/R) - (R-H) SQRT (H(2R-H))] 

Where: V is volume, L is the inside length, R is the inside radius and H is 
the level (height) of the diesel fuel in the tank. The ARCCOS must be in 
radians. 

5.6 The unusable volume of fuel in storage tank T-10A will include a volume of 
fuel required to provide adequate submergence of the Fuel Oil Transfer 
Pump suction line to prevent air entrainment vortexing. The Reddy/Pickford 
methodology presented in the Water Power article "Vortices at Intake in 
Conventional Sumps" will be used to calculate the required submergence 
depth (Ref. 7.7). 

The formula for determining required submergence takes the following 
form: 

S/d;;: 1 + Fn , 

Where, 
S = submergence above intake 
d = diameter of intake (id) 
Fn= Froude Number = v / ~(gd) 
v = velocity of flow through intake 
g = gravity constant (32.2 ft/sec2

) 
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6.1 Determine the EDG fuel consumption rates in Ib/hr at 2600KW and 
2850 KW 

EDG Fuel consumption rates in Ibs/hr at various KW loadings are provided 
in the original EDG vendor test data, Design Input 3.5 consumption rates 
are not given at 2600 KW or 2850 KW. To determine the consumption rate 
at 2600KW the value will need to be interpolated from the available data. 
To determine the consumption rate at 2850 KW the value will need to be 
extrapolated from the ,available data. 

The Design Input 3.5 EDG test data is repeated below: 

Kilowatt Fuel Consumed 
Lbs/Hr 

600 350 
1330 671 
1908 951 
2503 1234 
2827 1410 

Fuel consumption at 2600KW 

Interpolate to determine fuel consumption rate at 2600 KW 

1234 + (2600 - 2503) * (1410 -1234) = 1286.691blhr 
2827 -2503 

Fuel consumption at 2850KW 

Extrapolate to determine fuel consumption rate at 2850KW 

1234+(2850- 2503) * (1410-1234) = 1422.491blhr 
2827 -2503 
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6.2 Determine density of diesel fuel at a Specific Gravity of 0,830 

In order to convert the EDG fuel consumption rates from Ibs/hr to gal/hr, the 
density of the diesel fuel needs to be determined. 

P diesel fuel = P water X Spec. Gravity of diesel fuel 

Specific Gravity of Diesel fuel = 0.830 

The density will be based on a temperature of 60 of. 

Density of water @ 60 of = 62.37 Ibm/fe 

P diesel fuel = 62.37 X 0.830 = 51.77 Ibm/fe 

Next convert from Ibm/fe to Ibm/gal 

Conversion factor = 0.1337 fe/gal 

Therefore: 51.77 Ibm/ft3 
X 0.1337 fe/gal = 6.92 Ibm/gal 

6,3 Determine EDG fuel oil consumption with one EDG in operation 
supplying loads, First two hours of EDG operation at 2850 KW (2 hr 
rated capacity) and remaining 166 hrs at continuous rated capacity of 
2600KW 

Table 6.1 below gives EDG fuel consumption values based on the listed 
KW output values with a fuel specific gravity of 0.830. The table is an 
Excel spread sheet. The spread sheet cell formulas are shown in 
Attachment 8.1 . 

Table 6.1 

6 days 7 dt!Y~ 
Time - hours (elapsed) 1 2 144 168 
Kw 2850 2850 2600 2600 

Ibm/hr 1422.49 1422.49 1286.69 1286.69 
gal/hr 205.56 205.56 185.94 185.94 
!lal used (based on .830 sg) 205.56 205.56 26403.18 4462.51 
qal used cumulative (.830 sq) 205.56 411.12 26814.30 31276.81 
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6.4 Determine critical submergence to prevent air entrainment vortexing 
for the diesel fuel oil transfer pumps suction in T-10A 

Critical submergence determines the level of fluid above an intake such that 
air entraining vortexing of the fluid is unlikely to occur. Critical submergence 
of the fuel oil transfer pumps suction in T -10A will be determined using the 
guidance of Input 3.S and as discussed in Methodology 5.6. 
The amount of submergence will be used in determining the total amount of 
unusable fuel in T -1 OA. 

The following formula will be used to calculate critical submergence: 

SId 2:: 1 + Fn , 

Where, 
S = submergence above intake 
d = diameter of intake (id) 
Fn= Froude Number = v / -Y(gd) 
v = velocity of flow through intake 
g = gravity constant (32.2 ftlsec2) 

The fuel transfer pumps suction pipe in T-1 OA is 1.5 inch nominal (Ref. 
7.12). For this evaluation it is assumed that the pipe is Schedule SO with 
inside diameter of 1.5" (Ref. 7 .13). The piping was considered to be 
Schedule SO in EA-FC-95S-05 (Ref. 7.9). It is conservative to assume Sch. 
SO vs. Sch. 40, since the velocity through Sch. 80 pipe will be higher and 
the submergence Froude Number is velocity dependant. 

Compute flow velocity, v, in suction line 
V= Volumetric Flow/ Area 

First compute volumetric flow, q 

Volumetric flow = 25 gal/min * 0.1337 ft3/gal * 1 min/60sec 
= 0.056 ft3/sec 

Next, compute pipe flow area: 
A = Tr d2/4 = Tr *(1.5 in /12 in/ft)2/ 4 

= 0.012 ft2 

Solving for flow velocity, v, yields: 
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v= 0.056 fe/sec /0.012 ft2 = 4.67 ftlsec 

Now, Fn, Froude Number = v / -Y(gd) 
Fn = 4.67 ftlsec / -Y [(32.2 ftlsec2 x 1.5 in x (1 ft /12 in)] 
Fn= 2.33 
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Rearranging the equations to solve for Critical Submergence, Sc, gives: 

Sc = d + dFn 

Sc = 1.5 in + 1.5 in x 2.33 = 5.0" 

6.5 Determine amount of unusable fuel in Tank T-10A 

There is an unusable volume of fuel in the bottom of storage Tank T -1 OA 
due to the elevation of the diesel fuel oil transfer pump suction piping above 
the bottom of the tank, and the additional submergence depth to prevent 
vortexing computed in item 6.4 above. T-10A tank drawing C-228 Sh. 3 
(Ref. 7.12) shows the bottom of the suction line being 5" ± %" min. above 
the tank bottom. The 5" dimension is to the inlet of the foot valve (top of 
foot valve strainer) located at the end of the suction line. The foot valve inlet 
dimension was verified per review of EDC-FC-958-21. For conservatism, 
the height above the bottom of the tank will be assumed to be 6". Note that 
the 6" height was also used in calculation EA-FC-958-05 (Ref. 7.9) which 
evaluated the performance of the fuel oil transfer system. 

With the fuel oil transfer suction line located 6 inches from the tank bottom,. 
that 6 inches of fuel will be unusable. Furthermore, due to critical 
submergence considerations described in 6.4 above, an additional 5 inches 
above the suction pipe level is also considered unusable. Therefore, the 
fuel contained below the 11" tank level is considered unusable. 

In order to determine the volume contained below the 11" tank level, the 
volume versus level for Tank T-1 OA must be calculated. The method for 
calculating volume vs. level described in methodology 5.5 will be employed. 
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Attachment 8.2 is an Excel spreadsheet that gives Tank T-10A volume vs. 
level above the bottom of the tank. Attachment 8.3 shows the cell formulas 
for the spreadsheet in Att. 8.2. 

{It should be noted that Tank T-1OA volume versus level values per Attachment 8.2 are 
slightly different then those calculated in EA-FC-958-04 (Ref. 7.14) which is the current 
calculation of record for tank volume versus level values. The reason for the differences 
is that EA-FC-958-04 used 143" as the inside diameter for T-1 OA, while Att 8.2 values are 
based on a tank ID of 144".) 

From Att. 8.2, the unusable volume below 11" is 1777 gals. 

6.6 Determine required fuel oil storage volumes 

6.6.1 Determine required storage volume for 7 day run time 

The amount of on site stored fuel necessary to operate an EDG 
continuously for 7 days to comply with Palisades License Basis is equal to 
the following: 

7 Day run fuel consumption volume + unusable fuel volume in T-10A 

7 Day run fuel consumption volume = 31277 gal (per 6.3 above) 

Unusable fuel volume in T-10A = 1777 gal (per 6.5 above & Att. 8.2) 

Therefore, 7 Day run necessary stored volume = 31277 gal + 1777 gal 
= 33054 gals 

To meet the total fuel storage requirements guidance of ANSI N195-1976, 
an amount of additional fuel to account for periodic testing of the EDGs 
must be included in the total storeQ quantity. 

As discussed in Methodology 5.4, the quantity of fuel to account for periodic 
testing will be based on 8 hrs total EDG run time at rated load of 2600 KW. 
Fuel consumed operating an EDG at 2600 KW is calculated as follows: 

Fuel consumption rate @ 2600 KW = 185.94 gal/hr per Table 6.1 
Fuel consumed in 8 hrs = 185.94 gal/hr x 8 hrs = 1488 gals 
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The 1488 gal value is less than the current additional fuel volume of 2200 
gals used to initially establish the T-10A low level alarm per EA-FC-958-04 
(Ref. 7.14). The 2200 gals was based on operating the Plant Heating Boiler 
M-81 for 8 hours. For conservatism, the 2200 gal volume will be used here 
also, since it is greater than the calculated periodic testing volume of 1488 
gals. 

Periodic testing volume = 2200 gals. 

Therefore, the total amount of on site stored fuel = 7 Day EDG run 
quantity + Periodic EDG testing quantity: 
= 33054 + 2200 gals = 35254 gals 

6.6.2 Determine needed storage volume for 6 day run time 

Technical Specifications include a 6 day run time fuel oil quantity. The 6 
day fuel oil quantity is the lower bound for acceptable fuel oil inventory. 
The 6 day run time stored fuel volume is calculated Similarly to the 7 day 
value calculated above in 6.6.1. 

The 6 day stored volume = 6 day run fuel consumption volume (per 6.3 
above) + unusable fuel volume in Tank T-10A: 
= 26815 gals + 1777 gals = 28592 gals 

6.7 Determine Tank T-10A levels and setpoints associated with necessary 
stored fuel volumes. 

Attachment 8.2 spread sheet uses 9.50" above the bottom of Tank T-1 OA 
as the level where LT-1400 begins indicating. The basis for the 9.50" value 
is presented in Attachment 8.7 of this calculation. 

6.7.1 Determine total instrument error for L T -1400 and UA-1400 

Tank T-10A Level Transmitter LT-1400 is calibrated to a 2% As Found 
tolerance and a 1% Final tolerance (Ref. 7.16). Level Indicator UA-1400 is 
calibrated to a 2% As Found tolerance and a 1 % Final tolerance (Ref. 7.17). 
The amount of instrument error will be calculated using the As Found 
tolerance of both instruments and the square root of the sum of the squares 
method. 
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Instrument Error: 

= [LT-1440 erro~ + UA-1400 erro~]1/2 
= [22 + 22] 1/2 = 2.83% (of the 137" indicator) = 3.9" 

6.7.2 Determine T-10A tank level and UA-1400 reading for the 7 Day EDG run 
required stored volume of 33054 gals. 

T-10A stored volume = Required stored volume - volume in EDG Day Tank 
(T -25A or T -25B) 
= 33054 gals - 2500gals = 30554 gals. 

Per Att. 8.2,30554 gals equates to a T-10A tank level of 83.58" 
Then adding the instrument inaccuracy of 3.9" yields a level of 87.48". This 
corresponds to an indicated percentage of 56.92% 

Next calculate the level instruments mA output for the 56.92% indication. 
The level instruments output a 4-20mA signal which corresponds to the 
range 0-137" (eg, 0" = 4 mA and 137" = 20 mA linearly). Calculate the 
output for a value of 56.92 % as follows: 

56.92% x 16 mA + 4 mA = 13.11 mA 

6.7.3 Determine T-10A tank level and UA-1400 reading for the total required 
stored fuel volume of 35254 gals, which is the 7 Day EDG run quantity + 
Periodic EDG testing quantity. This value establishes the low level alarm 
setpoint for T -1 ~A. 

T-10A stored volume = Required stored volume - volume in EDG Day Tank 
(T-25A or T-25B) 
= 35254 gals - 2500gals = 32754 gals. 

Per Att. 8.2, 32754 gals equates to a T-10A tank level of 88.58" 
Then adding the instrument inaccuracy of 3.9" yields a level of 92.48". This 
corresponds to an indicated percentage of 60.57% 

Next calculate the level instruments mA output for the 60.57% indication. 

60.57% x 16 mA + 4 mA = 13.69 mA (Low Level alarm setpoint) 
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6.7.4 Determine T-1OA tank volume, tank level and alarm setpoint associated 
with the high level alarm. 

The requirements for the T -1 OA high level were established per EA-FC-958-
04 item 5.3 (Ref. 7.14). The automatic pump shutoff and the high level 
(overlill) level of the tank must be set at 95% of the total tank volume to 
comply with Section 2-10.3 of Michigan Storage and Handling of 
Flammable and Combustible Liquids (FUCl) Rule 216. This section states 
that an underground storage tank shall be equipped with overlill prevention 
equipment that will automatically shut off the flow of the liquid into the tank 
when the tank is not more than 95% full. On high level indication from IT-
1400, level switch lS-1400 opens the circuit to pump P-965 to stop transfer 
of fuel oil from Tank T-926. local alarm (lA-1400) is located at the tank for 
immediate indication during a direct tanker fill of T -1 OA. 

Per Attachment 8.2,95% of Tank T-10A volume is at the 130" level. 
Then, subtracting the calculated instruments inaccuracy of 3.9" yields a 
level of 126.1 ". This level corresponds to an indicated percentage of 
85.11%. 

Next, calculate the level instruments mA output for the 85.11 % indication. 

85.11 % x 16 mA + 4 mA = 17.62 mA (High level alarm setpoint) 
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6.8 Summary of Tank T-10A Levels and setpoints associated with 
necessary stored fuel volumes 

Table 6.2 below provides a summary of Diesel Fuel Oil Tank T-10A levels 
and volumes as were determined above. 

Table 6.2 

Item Required Reference Tank T-1OA LlA-1400 LlA-1400 
Stored Volume Tank T-10A Level Level Instrument 
Tank T-10A Level, Inside Adjusted for Indication Loop Current 

Instrument 
Inaccuracy 

Inside top of N/A 144" N/A 98.18% N/A 
Tank 
LlA-1400 48227 gal 130" 126.1" 85.11% 17.62 mA 
High Level 
Alarm 
LlA-1400 32754 gal 88.58" 92.48" 60.57% 13.69 mA 
Low Level 
Alarm 
LlA-1400 30554 gal 83.58" 87.48 56.92% 13.11 mA 
70ayEOG 
run storaQe 
Level N/A 9.50" N/A 0% 4mA 
Indicator 
Bottom of 
RanQe 
Inside Bottom N/A 0" N/A N/A N/A 
of Tank 

6.9 Validate that the available Net Positive Suction Head (NPSHA) for the 
Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps, P-18A1188 is adequate 

Engineering Analysis EA-FC-958-05 (Ref 7.9) evaluated the performance of 
the diesel fuel oil transfer system for the current fuel oil transfer pumps 
taking suction from TankT-10A. Attachment 4 of Ref. 7.9 assessed 
whether the NPSHA was adequate to meet the NPSH requirements of the 
Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps. The assessment evaluated the worst case of 
maximum pump flow at minimum Tank T-lOA level. The assessment 
determined that adequate NPSH was available for proper operation of the 
transfer pumps. 
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That NPSH assessment was reviewed as part of preparing this calculation. 
The review determined that a non-conservative value had been used for 
determining the flow losses through the foot valve in the fuel oil transfer 
pumps suction piping. Condition Report CR-PLP-2008-01616 (Ref. 7.28) 
was initiated to document the finding. 

In order to determine the affect on NPSHA due to the non-conservative flow 
loss value and validate whether NPSHA is adequate, a re-assessment of 
NPSH was performed. The re-assessment is included as Attachment 8.8. 

The re-assessment determined that there is adequate available NPSH to 
meet the NPSH requirements of the Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps. 

6.10 Assess whether the current licensing basis EDG fuel oil storage 
requirements are conservative considering fuel at minimum specific 
gravity and considering increased unusable fuel volume to account for 
required submergence of the fuel oil transfer system suction pipe 

Appendix A contains an assessment that compares the current license 
basis EDG fuel oil storage requirements to a limiting case which assumes a 
worst case fuel oil specific gravity of 0.815 and includes the increase in 
unusable fuel in Tank T-1 OA to account for required submergence for the 
fuel oil transfer suction line inlet determined in Section 6.5. The 
assessment determined that current licensing basis fuel storage 
requirements are conservative using the same EDG load profile that 
established the requirements and taking into account minimum specific 
gravity fuel and increased unusable fuel volume in T -10A. 

6.11 Determine EDG lube Oil Consumption Based on EDG Fuel Oil 
Consumption 

6.11.1 Determine EDG lube oil consumption for 7 day run time 

As per Design Input 3.11, lube oil consumption will be calculated using a 
consumption factor of 1.0% of fuel oil consumption. 

From Item 6.3, Table 6.1, the quantity of fuel oil consumed in the 7 day run 
time is 31277 gals. 
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To calculate the quantity of lube oil consumed in the 7 day run time, the 
quantity of fuel oil consumed is multiplied by the lube oil consumption factor. 

Lube oil consumed in 7days = 31277 gals x 0.01 = 313 gals 

6.11 .2 Determine EDG lube oil consumption for 6 day run time 

The 6 day run time lube oil consumption is calculated similarly to the 7 day 
value calculated above in 6.11.1. 

From Item 6.3, Table 6.1, the quantity of fuel oil consumed in the 6 day run 
time is 26815 gals. 

Lube oil consumed in 6 days = 26815 gals x 0.01 = 268 gals 

6.12 Determine Required EDG Lube Oil Storage Volumes 

As discussed in Technical Specifications Bases 3.8.3 (Ref. 7.29), sufficient 
lube oil supply must be available to ensure the capability to operate an EDG 
at full accident load for 7 days. The EDG engine sump does not have 
enough useable capacity to store the total 7 day lube oil supply. To ensure 
a sufficient lube oil supply is available, credit is taken for lube oil stored 
onsite, but external of the EDG oil sump. The externally stored lube oil is 
stored in barrels in the Palisades warehouse. 

In the past, the total stored lube oil inventory included a portion of the oil in 
the EDG oil sump. For conservatism, this calculation will not credit any of 
the lube oil in the EDG engine sump. 

Since no credit will be taken for lube oil in the EDG engine sump, the 
externally stored lube oil volumes will then simply be the 7 day and 6 day 
run time lube oil consumption volumes calculated in item 6.11 above. 

Required 7 day run time lube oil stored volume = 313 gals 

6 day run time lube oil stored volume = 268 gals 
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8.0 ATTACHMENTS 

8.1 Excel Spreadsheet - EDG Fuel Consumption cell formulas (basis for Table 
6.1) 

8.2 Excel Spreadsheet - Tank T-10A Volume vs. Level 

8.3 Excel Spreadsheet - Tank T-10A Volume vs. Level cell formulas 

8.4 Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank T-10A Specific Gravity Data 

8.5 Formula for Calculating Volume vs. Level for a Horizontal Cylindrical Tank 

8.6 Water Power Article - "Vortices at Intakes in Conventional Sumps 

8.7 Determine Zero Level Indication Level for LT-1400 

8.8 Validation of Adequate Available Net Positive Suction Head (NPSHA) for 
Diesel Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps P-18A118B 

9.0 APPENDICES 

A Assessment of Current Licensing Basis Fuel Oil Storage Requirements 



EDG 7 Day Fuel Consumption 

A B C D 
1 EDG 7 Days Fuel Consumption - first 2 hrs @ 2850 KW, next 166 hrs @ 2600 KW 
2 6 days 
3 Time - hours (elapsed) 1 2 144 
4 Kw 2850 2850 2600 
5 
6 Ibm/hr 1422.49 1422.49 1286.69 
7 ga!lhI~_~~~~~ __ ~ ___ ~ _____ =B6/6.92 =C6/6.92 =D6/6.92 rs ~~---~-~ ---~-----~ -

gal used (based on .830 sg) ~_ =B7 =(C3-B3)*C7 =(D3-C3)*D7 rg- --
gal used cumulative (.830 sg) =+B8 =SUM(B8:C8) =SUM(B8:D8) 

10 
11 
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E 

7 days 
168 
2600 

1286.69 
=E6/6.92 
=(E3-D3)*E7 

~~ 

=SUM(B8:E8) 



Distance from Volume Gallons 
bottom of tank cu-in 
h (in) 

1 11495.97 49.77 
2 32447.38 140.46 
3 59484.15 257.51 
4 91388.15 395.62 
5 127447.44 551.72 
6 167176.36 723.71 

~-~--~--------------~ ~- ---~--~--
910.02 7 210214.45 

8 256279.32 1109.43 
9 305141.28 1320.96 

9.5 330559.94 1431.00 
10 356608.17 1543.76 
11 410515.77 1777.12 
12 466721.29 2020.44 
13 525098.81 2273.16 
14 585536.02 2534.79 
15 647931.73 2804.90 
16 712194.03 3083.09 
17 778238.79 3369.00 
18 845988.53 3662.29 
19 915371.49 3962.65 
20 986320.86 4269.79 

!------~--- --. 
21 1058774.17 4583.44 
22 1132672.78 4903.35 

!------ .---------
23 1207961.40 5229.27 
24 --:r284587.77 5560.99 
25 1362502.31 5898.28 
26 1441657.88 6240.94 
27 1522009.51 6588.79 
28 1603514.22 6941.62 
29 1686130.80 7299.27 
30 1769819.73 7661.56 
31 1854542.97 8028.32 
32 1940263.83 8399.41 
33 2026946.94 8774.66 
34 2114558.05 9153.93 
35 2203064.01 9537.07 

_______ ·-36 ~_~-;~-~~~~J~L~_~~i~~~; 37 
38 2473633.96 10708.37 
39 2565406.64 11105.66 
40 2657921.96 11506.16 
41 2751151.78 11909.75 
42 2845068.58 12316.31 
43 2939645.45 12725.74 
44 3034856.04 13137.90 
45 3130674.51 13552.70 
46 3227075.54 13970.02 
47 3324034.22 14389.76 
48 3421526.11 14811.80 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

LlA-1400 Percentage 
Percentage of tank used 
Reading ,% 

0.00 0.10 
0.00 0.28 
0.00 0.51 
0.00 0.78 
0.00 1.09 
0.00 1.43 
0.00 1.79 
0.00 2.19 
0.00 2.60 
0.00 2.82 
0.36 3.04 
1.091 3.50 
1.82 3.98 
2.55; 4.48 
3.28! 4.99 
4.011 5.53 
4.74 6.07 
5.47 6.64 
6.20 7.21 
6.93 7.81 
7.66 8.41 
8.39 9.03 
9.12 9.66 
9.85 10.30 

10.58 10.96 
11.31 i 11.62 
12.04 12.29 
12.771 12.98 
13.501 13.67 
14.231 14.38 
14.96: 15.09 
15.69: 15.82 
16.42 16.55 
17.15 17.29 
17.88 18.03 
18.61 18.79 
19.34 19.55 
20.07 20.32 
20.80 21.10 
21.53 21.88 
22.26 22.67 
22.99; 23.46 
23.72 24.26 
24.45 25.07 
25.18 25.88 
25.91· 26.70 
26.64 27.52 
27.37 28.35 
28.10 29.18 

------ ---
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Distance from Volume Gallons 
bottom of tank cu-in 
h (in) 

49 3519527.15 15236.05 
50 3618013.65 15662.40 
51 3716962.28 16090.75 
52 3816350.02 16521.00 
53 3916154.18 16953.05 
54 4016352.32 17386.81 

----~--
~ 

55 4116922.29 17822.17 
56 4217842.17 18259.06 
57 4319090.28 18697.36 
58 4420645.13 19136.99 
59 4522485.44 19577.86 
60 4624590.12 20019.87 
61 4726938.20 20462.94 
62 4829508.92 20906.97 
63 4932281.60 21351.87 
64 5035235.72 21797.56 
65 5138350.83 22243.94 
66 5241606.63 22690.94 
67 5344982.84 23138.45 
68 5448459.31 23586.40 
69 5552015.90 24034.70 
70 5655632.54 24483.26 
71 5759289.21 24931.99 
72 5862965.87 25380.80 
73 5966642.54 25829.62 
74 6070299.20 26278.35 
75 6173915.85 26726.91 
76 6277472.44 27175.21 
77 6380948.91 27623.16 
78 6484325.12 28070.67 
79 6587580.91 28517.67 
80 6690696.03 28964.05 
81 6793650.15 29409.74 
82 6896422.83 29854.64 
83 6998993.54 30298.67 

83.58 7058383.88 30555.77 
84 7101341.63 30741.741 
85 7203446.31 31183.75 
86 7305286.62 31624.62 
87 7406841.47 32064.25 

87.48 7455480.16 32274.81 
881 7508089.581 32502.551 

88.58 7566664.47 32756.12 
89 7609009.46 32939.43 
90 7709579.43 33374.80 
91 7809777.57 33808.56 
92 7909581.73 34240.61 

92.48 7957341.20 34447.36 
931 8008969.471 34670.861 

T-lOA Volume vs Level 
With LT/LlA-1400 Settings 

LlA-1400 ! Percentage 
Percentage of tank used 
Reading % 

28.83 30.01 
29.56 30.85 
30.29, 31.70 
31.02: 32.55 
31.751 33.40 
32.481 34.25 

-----~ 33.21 r- 35.11 
33.94 1 35.97 
34.671 36.83 
35.40 ! 37.70 
36.131 38.57 
36.861 39.44 
37.591 40.31 
38.321 41.19 
39.051 42.06 
39.78[ 42.94 
40.511 43.82 
41.24i 44.70 
41.971 45.58 
42.701 46.47 
43.43 - 47.35 
44.16 48.23 

--------------------- - -- --------. ------- ---

EA-EC6432-01 
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-------

---------

44.89 49.12 
45.62 50.00 
46.35 50.88 
47.08, 51.77 
47.81 [ 52.65 
48.541 53.53 
49.271 54.42 
50.001 55.30 
50.731 56.18 
51.461 57.06 
52.19 1 57.94 
52.921 58.81 
53.65 59.69 
54.07 60.19 

-" .. _----- ------------ ---------
54.38 60.56: 

I --~ -----~-.. ---
55.11 61.431 
55.84 

~---------

62.301 
56.57! 63. 17 1 

56.92 63.58 New Tech Spec fuel setting 
57.301 64.031 
57.72 64.53 
58.03 1 64.89 
58.76' 65.75 
59.49 66.60 
60.22 67.45 
60.57 67.86 New Low Level Alarm Setpoint 
60.95, 68.301 
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Distance from Volume Gallons 
bottom of tank cu-in 
h (in) 

142 11693484.37 50621.14 
143 11714435.78 50711.84 
144 11725931.75 50761.61 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With LT/LlA-1400 Settings 

LlA-1400 ! Percentage 
Percentage ,of tank used 
Reading :% 

96.72 99.72 
97.45 99.90 
98.18 100.00 

EA-E C6432-0 1 
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A 
1 Distance from 
2 bottom of tank 

~----

3 h (in) 
4 1 
5 2 
6 3 
7 4 
8 5 
9 6 
10 7 
11 8 
12 9 
13 9.5 
14 10 
15 11 
16 12 
17 13 
18 14 
19 15 

20 16 
21 17 
22 18 
23 19 
24 20 
25 21 
26 22 
27 23 
28 24 
29 25 
30 26 
31 27 
32 28 
33 29 
34 30 
35 31 
36 32 

IVolume 
I . 
ICU-In 

T -1 OA Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

8 

- ---- .. ~-- .. ~ 

=12*60*«72A2* ACOS(1-M/72))-«72-A4 )*SQRT(A4*(2*72-A4 )))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A5/72))-«72-A5)*SQRT(A5*(2*72-A5)))) 
= 12*60*( (72A2* ACOS( 1-A6/72) )-( (72-A6)*SQRT (A6*(2*72-A6)))) 
=12*6Q*«72A2*ACOS(1-A7/72))-«72-A7)*SQRT(A7*(2*72-A7)))) 

1= 12*60*«72A2* ACOS(1-A8/72))-«72-A8)*SQRT(A8*(2*72-A8)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A9/72))-«72-A9)*SQRT(A9*(2*72-A9)))) 

._-- --~-

= 12*60*( (72A2* ACOS( i-A 10/72))-( (72-A 1 O)*SQRT (A 10* (2*72-A 10)))) 
=~~_~~?0*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 11/72))-«72-A 11 )*SQRT(A 11 *(2*72-A 11 )))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 12/72))-«72-A 12)*SQRT(A 12*(2*72-A 12)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 13/72))-«72-A 13)*SQRT(A 13*(2*72-A 13)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 14/72))-«72-A 14)*SQRT(A 14*(2*72-A 14)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 15/72))-«72-A 15)*SQRT(A 15*(2*72-A 15)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 16/72))-«72-A 16)*SQRT(A 16*(2*72-A 16)))) 

. =12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 17/72))-«72-A 17)*SQRT(A 17*(2*72-A 17)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A 18/72))-«72-A 18)*SQRT(A 18*(2*72-A 18)))) 
= 12*60*( (72A2* ~~()~( i-A 19/72))-( (72-A 19)*SQRT (A 19*(2*7~~ ~Q)))) 
= 12:60*( (72A2* ACOS( 1-A20/72) )-( (72-A20)*SQRT(A20*(2*72-A20)))) 
= 12*60*«72A2* ACOS(1-A21/72))-«72-A21 )*SQRT(A21 *(2*72-A21 )))) 
1=1~~60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A22/72))-«72-A22)*SQRT(A22*(2*72-A22)))) 

'=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A23/72))-«72-A23)*SQRT(A23*(2*72-A23)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A24/72))-«72-A24)*SQRT(A24*(2*72-A24)))) 
= 12*60* «72A2* ACOS( 1-A25/72) )-( (72-A25)*SQRT (A25*(2*72-A25)))) 
= 12*60*( (72A2* ACOS( 1-A26/72))-( (72-A26)*SQRT(A26*(2*72-A26)))) 
==12*60*( (72A2* ACOS( 1-A27/72) )-( (72-A27)*SQRT (A27*(2*72-A27)))) 
= 12*60*( (72A2* ACOS( 1-A28/72) )-( (72-A28)*SQRT (A28*(2*72-A28)))) 
I;T2*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A29/72))-«72-A29)*SQRT(A29*(2*72-A29)))) 
1= 12_*§0*( (72A2* ACOS(1-A30/72))-«72-A30)*SQRT(A30*(2*72-A30)))) 
=1?_~~O*( (72A2* ACOS(1-A31/72))-«72-A31 )*SQRT(A31 *(2*72-A31)))) 
= 12:60*( (72A2* ACOS( 1-A32/72))-( (72-A32)*SQRT (A32*(2*72-A32)))) 
=12*§Q*«72A2*ACOS(1-A33/72))-«72-A33)*SQRT(A33*(2*72-A33)))) 
=12*60*«72A2*ACOS(1-A34/72))-«72-A34)*SQRT(A34*(2*72-A34)))) 
=_!~*§O* «72A2* ACOS( 1-A35/72) )-( (72-A35)*SQRT (A35*(2*72-A35)))) 

I = 12*60*«72A2*,A.COS(1"A36/72))-«72-A36)*SQRT(A36*(2*72-A36)))) 

C 
Gallons 

------------,,-----_._._. 

=84/231 
=85/231 
=86/231 
=87/231 
=88/231 
=89/231 
=810/231 
=811/231 
=812/231 
-813/231 
=814/231 
=815/231 
=816/231 
=817/231 
=818/231 
=819/231 

---------
=820/231 
=821/231 
=822/231 
=823/231 
=824/231 
=825/231 
=826/231 
=827/231 
=828/231 
=829/231 
=830/231 
=831/231 
=832/231 
=833/231 
=834/231 
=835/231 
=836/231 

EA-EC6432-01 
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D 
1 LlA-1400 

2 Percentage 
3 Reading 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 =«A 13-9.5)/137)*100 
14 =«A 14-9.5)/137)*100 
15 =«A 15-9.5)/137)*100 
16 =«A 16-9.5)/137)*100 
17 =«A 17 -9.5)/137)*100 
18 =«A 18-9.5)/137)*100 

~ _:::(A 19-9.5)~13"D~~9_~_ 
20 =«A20-9.5)/137)*100 
21 =«A21-9.5)/137)*100 
22 =«A22-9.5)/137)*100 
23 =«A23-9.5)/137)*100 
24 =«A24-9.5)/137)*100 
25 =«A25-9.5)/137)*100 
26 =«A26-9.5)/137)*100 
27 =«A27 -9.5)/137)*100 
28 =«A28-9.5)/137)*100 
29 =«A29-9.5)/137)*100 
30 =«A30-9.5)/137)*100 
31 =«A31-9.5)/137)*100 
32 =«A32-9.5)/137)*100 
33 =«A33-9.5)/137)*100 
34 =«A34-9.5)/137)*100 
35 =«A35-9. 5)/137)*1 00 
36 =«A36-9.5)/137)*100 

E 
Percentage 

I of tank used 
1% 

-------- --_._.-

=(84/11725931.7)*100 
=(85/11725931.7)*100 
=(86/11725931.7)*100 
=(87/11725931.7)*100 
=(88/11725931.7)*100 
=(89/11725931.7)*100 
=(810/11725931.7)*100 
=(811/11725931.7)*100 
=(812/11725931.7)*100 
=(813/11725931.7)*100 
=(814/11725931.7)*100 
=(815/11725931.7)*100 
=(816/11725931.7)*100 
=(817/11725931.7)*100 
=(818/11725931.7)*100 
=(819/11725~~_!.7t_~_ 
=(820/11725931.7)*100 
I ={§?_1111725931. 7)*100 
=(822/11725931.7)*100 

~~(~i3/11725931.7)*1 00 
1=(824/11725931.7)*100 
I =1§25/11725931. 7)*100 
I :::(§26/11725931. 7)*100 
=(827/11725931.7)*100 

i ';'(828/11725931.7)*1 00 
J=(829-/11725931.7)*100 

1=(830/11725931.7)*100 
=(831/11725931.7)*100 
=(832/11725931.7)*100 
=(833/11725931.7)*100 
=(834/11725931.7)*100 
=(835/11725931.7)*100 
=(836/11725931.7)*100 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

-~--.- .. 

-._ ... ---

F 

"~-"' 

. __ ... -

-~~." ~-.~.--~- --

----------- --
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A 
1 Distance from 
2 bottom of tank 

3 h (in) 
37 33 
38 34 
39 35 
40 36 
41 37 
42 38 
43 39 
44 40 
45 41 
46 42 
47 43 
48 44 
49 45 
50 46 
51 47 
52 48 

T3 ----

49 
54 50 
55 51 
56 52 
57 53 
58 54 
59 55 
60 56 
61 57 
62 58 
63 59 
64 60 
65 61 
66 62 
67 63 
68 64 
69 65 

. __ .. -

IVolume 
I . 
I CU-In 

L __ ... 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

B 

~~~.-~----~.-,.~ ~.----- .. ---.. ~ 

=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A37/72»)-((72-A37)*SQRT(A37*(2*72-A37» » 
=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A38/72»-((72-A38)*SQRT(A38*(2*72-A38»» 
=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A39/72»)-((72-A39)*SQRT(A39*(2*72-A39» » 
=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A40/72»)-((72-A40)*SQRT(MO*(2*72-A40»)) 
=12*()0*((721\2*ACOS(1-A41/72»-((72-A41 )*SQRT(A41*(2*72-A41 »» 
= 12*.§O*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A42/72) )-( (72-M2)*SQRT (A42*(2*72-A42»» 
= 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A43/72) )-( (72-M3)*SQRT (A43* (2*72-A43»» 
, = 12*60*((721\2* ACOS(1-M4/72»-((72-A44 )*SQRT(A44*(2*72-A44»» 
= 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A45/72) )-( (72-A45)*SQRT (A45*(2*72-A45»» 
=1~*6Q*((721\2*ACOS(1-A46/72»-((72-A46)*SQRT(M6*(2*72-A46»» 

-12*60*((721\2* ACOS(1-M7/72»-((72-M 7)*SQRT(A4 7*(2*72-A47)))) 
= 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A48/72) )-( (72-M8)*SgRT (A48*(2*72-A48»» 
=1?:6Q*((721\2*ACOS(1-A49/72»-((72-A49)*SQRT(A49*(2*72-A49»» 
= 12*§0*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A50/72) )-( (72-[\.?O)*SQRT (A50*(2*72-A50»» 
=11.:60*((721\2* ACOS(1-A51/72»-((72-A51 )*SQRT(A51 *(2*72-A51»))) 
=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A5?/72»)-((72-A52)*SQRljA52*(2*Z~::,t\.~))}) 

=1~~60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A53/72»)-((72-A53)*SQRT(A53*(2*72-A53)») 

= 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A54/72»)-( (72-A54 )*SQRT (A54 *(2*72-A54»» t; 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A55/72) )-( (72-A55)*SQRT (A55*(2*72-A55»» 
I~·i~*66*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A56/72) )-( (72-A56)*SQRT (A56*(2*72-A56»» 
1= 12*60*((721\2* ACOS(1-A57/72»-((72-A57)*SQRT(A57*(2*72-A57»» 

.J:::J.?*§O*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A58/72) )-( (72-A58)*SQRT (A58*(2*72-A58»» 
L=:.1?:60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A59/72»-((72-A59)*SQRT(A59*(2*72-A59»» 
1= 12*§O*( (721\2* ACOS(1-A60/72»-((72-A60)*SQRT(A60*(2*72-A60)))) 
1.::12*60*( (721\2* ACOS(1-A61/72»-((72-A61 )*SQRT(A61 *(2*72-A61)))) 
= 1?*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A62/72) )-( (72-A62)*SQRT (A62*(2*72-A62»» 
= 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A63/72) )-( (72-A63)*SQRT (A63*(2*72-A63»» 
=12*§.Q*((721\2*ACOS(1-A64/72»-((72-A64)*SQRT(A64*(2*72-A64)») 
=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A65/72»)-((72-A65)*SQRT(A65*(2*72-A65» » 
=12*60*((721\2*ACOS(1-A66/72»)-((72-A66)*SQRT(A66*(2*72-A66» » 
i=T~:§o*((721\2*ACOS(1-A67/72»-((72-A67)*SQRT(A67*(2*72-A67»» 
= 12*60*( (721\2* ACOS( 1-A68/72) )-( (72-A68)*SQRT (A68*(2*72-A68»» 

_J::12*60*( (721\2* AC()§{1-A69/72»)-( (72-A69)*SQRT (A69*(2*72-A69»» 

C 
Gallons 

.-~. ------------------ ------- -----

=B37/231 
=B38/231 
=B39/231 
=B40/231 
=B41/231 
=B42/231 
=B43/231 
=B44/231 
=B45/231 
=B46/231 
=B47/231 
-B48/231 
=B49/231 
=B50/231 
=B51/231 
=B52/231 

....... 

=B53/231 
=B54/231 
=B55/231 
=B56/231 
=B57/231 
=B58/231 
=B59/231 
=B60/231 
=B61/231 
=B62/231 
=B63/231 
=B64/231 
=B65/231 
=B66/231 
=B67/231 
=B68/231 
=B69/231 i 
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0 
1 LlA-1400 
2 ?~~~_nl~g~_ 

'3" -~~----- -----

Reading 
37 =«A37-9.5)/137)*100 
38 =«A38-9.5)/137)*100 
39 =«A39-9.5)/137)*100 
40 =«A40-9.5)/137)*100 
41 =«A41-9.5)/137)*100 
42 =«A42-9.5)/137)*100 
43 =«A43-9.5)/137)*100 
44 =«A44-9.5)/137)*100 
45 =«A45-9.5)/137)*100 
46 =«A46-9.5)/137)*100 
47 =«A47-9.5)/137)*100 
48 =«A48-9.5)/137)*100 
49 =«A49-9.5)/137)*100 
50 =«A50-9.5)/137)*100 
51 =«A51-9.5)/137)*100 
52 ::(A52-9.5J'-1.~7)*1 00 _____ 

53 =«A53-9.5)/137)*100 
54 =«A54-9.5)/137)*100 
55 =«A55-9.5)/137)*100 
56 =«A56-9.5)/137)*100 
57 =«A57-9.5)/137)*100 
58 =«A58-9.5)/137)*100 
59 =«A59-9.5)/137)*100 
60 =«A60-9.5)/137)*100 
61 =«A61-9.5)/137)*100 
62 =«A62-9.5)/137)*100 
63 =«A63-9.5)/137)*100 
64 =«A64-9.5)/137)*100 
65 =«A65-9.5)/137)*100 
66 =«A66-9.5)/137)*100 
67 =«A67 -9.5)/137)*100 
68 =«A68-9. 5)/137)*1 00 
69 =«A69-9.5)/137)*100 

E 
Percentage 
of tank used 

--~-- -~~.~~.-- --~ 

% 
l:::(.§~? 111725931.7)*100 
~=(E3:38/11725931. 7)*100 
I =(§.39/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B40/11725931. 7)*100 
~ =(B11111725931.7)*1 00 
O§4:.2/11725931. 7)*100 
I =(E3_1~/11725931. 7)*100 
I =(B44/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B45/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B46/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B."!.?!11725931. 7)*100 
=(B4~!11725931.7)*1 00 

'=(E349/11725931. 7)*100 
I =(§~O/11725931. 7)*100 
=(E3?_1/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B52/11725931.7)*1 OQ~_ 
=(B53/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B54/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B55/11725931.7)*100 
=(B~_§/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B57/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B5~!11725931. 7)*100 
=S§59/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B60/11725931. 7)*100 
[::::(B61/11725931. 7)*100 
I =(B62/11725931. 7)*100 
-i;;(-Ef6-3711725931. 7)*100 
L _____ ._. 

I =(B64/11725931. 7)*100 
J_::::(E365/11725931. 7)*100 

i::SB6§/11725931. 7)*100 
=(B67/11725931.7)*100 
I =(B68/11725931. 7)*100 
,=(B69/11725931. 7)*100 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With LT/LlA-1400 Settings 

--~ - - -------~.---

F 

--_._- -------~ ... -.-.----- --

- --~---

I 
. 

• 
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A 
1 Distance from 
2 bottom of tank 

3 h (in) 
70 66 
71 67 
72 68 
73 69 
74 70 
75 71 
76 72 
77 73 
78 74 
79 75 
80 76 
81 77 
82 78 
83 79 
84 80 
85 81 

-- -----

Volume 

I
cu

-
in 

T-1OA Volume vs Level 
With LT/LlA-1400 Settings 

8 

---~-

= 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A70/72) )-( (72-A 70)*SQRT (A 70*(2*72-A70»» 
i = 12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A71/72»-«72-A 71 )*SQRT(A71 *(2*72-A71)))) 
= 12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A72/72»-«72-A72)*SQRT(A72*(2*72-A72»)) 
I =12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A73/72»-«72-A73)*SQRT(A73*(2*72-A73»» 
1=12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A7 4/72»-«72-A7 4)*SQRT(A7 4*(2*72-A7 4 »» 

J:::12*6_0*«72112*ACOS(1-A75/72»-«72-A75)*SQRT(A75*(2*72-A75»» 
=12:§0*«72112*ACOS(1-A76/72»-«72-A76)*SQRT(A76*(2*72-A76»)) 
=12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A77/72»-«72-A77)*SQRT(A77*(2*72-A77»» 
= 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( i-A 78/72) )-( (72-A 78)*SQRT (A 78* (2*72-A 78»» 
= 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( i-A 79/72»-( (72-A 79)*SQRT (A 79*(2*72-A 79»» 
= 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A80/72) )-( (72-A80)*SQRT(A80* (2*72-A80»» 
=12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A81/72»-«72-A81 )*SQRT(A81 *(2*72-A81 »» 
= 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A82/72) )-( (72-A82)*SQRT (A82*(2*72-A82»» 
= 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A83/72) )-( (72-A83)*SQRT (A83*(2*72-A83»» 
=12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A84/72»-«72-A84)*SQRT(A84*(2*72-A84»» 

C 
Gallons 

----------------

=870/231 
=871/231 
=872/231 
=873/231 
=874/231 
=875/231 
=876/231 
=877/231 
=878/231 
=879/231 
=880/231 
=881/231 
=882/231 
=883/231 
=884/231 
=885/231 

86 
-------------- -----------

== 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A85/72) )-( (72-A85)*SQRTJ~?~:{?:?_?:,!l.?~») L _____ 
------------------

82 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A86/72) )-( (72-A86)*SQRT (A86*(2*72-A86»» =886/231 
87 83 =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A87/72»-«72-A87)*SQRT(A87*(2*72-A87»» =887/231 

T8 83.58 =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A88/72»-«72-A88)*SQRT(A88*(2*72-A88»» =888/231 
~ 84 =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A89/72»-«72-A89)*SQRT(A89*(2*72-A89»» =889/231 

90 85 =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A90/72»-«72-A90)*SQRT(A90*(2*72-A90»» =890/231 
91 86 = 12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A91/72»-«72-A91 )*SQRT(A91 *(2*72-A91»))) =891/231 
92 87 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A92/72) )-( (72-A92)*SQRT (A92*(2*72-A92»» =892/231 

93 87.48 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A93/72) )-( (72-A93)*SQRT(A93*(2*72-A93»» =893/231 
94 88 1= 12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A94/72»-«72-A94 )*SQRT(A94*(2*72-A94»» 1=894/231 
Ts" 88.58 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A95/72) )-( (72-A95)*SQRT (A95*(2*72-A95»» =895/231 
'96 89 =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A96/72»-«72-A96)*SQRT(A96*(2*72-A96»» =896/231 

97 90 =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A97/72»-«72-A97)*SQRT(A97*(2*72-A97»» =897/231 
98 91 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A98/72) )-( (72-A98)*SQRT (A98* (2*72-A98»» =898/231 
99 92 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( 1-A99/72) )-( (72-A99)*SQRT (A99*(2*72-A99»» =899/231 

100 92.48 = 12*60*( (72112* ACOS( i-A 100/72) )-( (72-A 1 OO)*SQRT (A 1 00*(2*72-A 100»» =8100/231 
1

101 93 I =12*60*«72112*ACOS(1-A 1 01/72»-«72-A 1 01 )*SQRT(A 101 *(2*72-A 101 »» 1=8101/231 
102 94 = 12*60*«72112* ACOS(1-A 1 02/72D-=ii72-A 1 02)*SQRT(A 1 02*(2*7?-A 102)))) 1=8102/231 
--------
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D 
1 LlA-1400 
2 Percentage 

7 Reading 
70 =((A70-9.5)/137)*100 
71 =((A71-9.5)/137)*100 
72 =((A72-9.5)/137)*100 
73 =((A73-9.5)/137)*100 
74 =((A7 4-9.5)/137)*100 
75 =((A75-9.5)/137)*100 
76 =((A76-9.5)/137)*100 
77 =((A77-9.5)/137)*100 
78 =((A78-9.5)/137)*100 
79 =((A79-9.5)/137)*100 
80 =((A80-9.5)/137)*100 
81 =((A81-9.5)/137)*100 
82 =((A82-9.5)/137)*100 
83 =((A83-9.5)/137)*100 
84 =((A84-9.5)/137)*100 
85 =((A85-9.5)!~37)*1 00 

T6 =((A86-9.5)/137)*100 
87 =((A87 -9.5)/137)*100 

Ts =((A88-9.5)/137)*100 
89 =((A89-9.5)/137)*100 
90 =((A90-9.5)/137)*100 
91 =((A91-9.5)/137)*100 
92 =((A92-9.5)/137)*100 
~ =((A93-9.5)/137)*100 
~ =((A94-9.5)/137)*100 
9s =((A95-9.5)/137)*100 
96 =((A96-9.5)/137)*100 
97 =((A97 -9.5)/137)*100 
98 =((A98-9.5)/137)*100 
99 =((A99-9.5)/137)*100 

100 =((A 1 00-9.5)/137)*1 00 
161 =((A 1 01-9.5)/137)*1 00 
102 =((A 1 02-9.5)/137)*1 00 

E 
' Percentage 
of tank used 

~ ... ~.-~-

% 
=(870/11725931.7)*100 
=(871/11725931.7)*100 
=(872/11725931.7)*100 
=(873/11725931.7)*100 
=(874/11725931.7)*100 
=(875/11725931.7)*100 
=(876/11725931.7)*100 
=(877/11725931.7)*100 
=(878/11725931.7)*100 
=(8~9/11725931. 7)*100 
=(880/11725931.7)*100 

~r;(B~8~!(11725931.7)*1 00 
=(8~82/11725931.7)*1 00 
=(§~~3/11725931.7)*1 00 
=(884/11725931.7)*100 

I=<B85/117259?J.:D:~.Q_~~ 
i =(886/11725931.7)*1 00 
=(887/11725931.7)*100 
=(888/11725931.7)*100 

.J =={E38~/11725931. 7)*100 
1=(890/11725931.7)*100 

~.T;;(~91/11725931. 7)*100 
: =(892/11725931.7)*100 
=(893/11725931.7)*100 

1=(894/11725931.7)*100 
=(895/11725931.7)*100 
=(896/11725931.7)*100 
=(897/11725931.7)*100 
=(898/11725931.7)*100 

1=(899/11725931.7)*100 

I 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

. , - ~~-.-..... --.-.. - - -- -~-

New Tech Spec fuel setting 

=(8100/11725931.7)*100 New Low Level Alarm Setpoint 
1=(8101/11725931.7)*100 I 
=(8102/11725931.7)*100 

F 

.. ~ . 

-.. ~~.- ... ~ 

I 
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T-1OA Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 
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T-1OA Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

Alarm 
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A 
1 Distance from 

2 bottom of tank 
3 h (in) 

136 127 
137 128 
138 129 
139 ~30 '»ft));i!\~';fiE 

140 131 
141 132 
142 133 
143 134 
144 135 
145 136 
146 137 
147 138 
148 139 
149 140 
150 141 
151 142 

"152 
--.. -- --------~---

143 
153 144 

Volume 
cu-in 

T-10A Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 

8 

-~-----

= 12*60*( (72"2* ACOS( i-A 136/72) )-( (72-A 136)*SQRT (A 136*(2*72-A 136»» 
=12*60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 137/72»-«72-A 137)*SQRT(A 137*(2*72-A 137»» 

=;~:;?:~~i~i~ii'~~~~~ii~~Jii~~~~~~~~.138)*S~.~~.~~.~3~:~?~72:~}38»» 
= 12*60*( (72"2* ACOS( i-A 140/72) )-( (72-A 140)*SQRT (A 140*(2*72-A 140»» 
=12*60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 141/72»-«72-A 141 )*SQRT(A 141 *(2*72-A 141 »» 
=1~.*§0*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 142/72»-«72-A 142)*SQRT(A 142*(2*72-A 142»» 
=1 ?*60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 143/72»-«72-A 143)*SQRT(A 143*(2*72-A 143»» 
=12*60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 144/72»-«72-A 144)*SQRT(A 144*(2*72-A 144»))) 
=12:60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 145/72»-«72::jl.14:5)*SQRT(A 145*(2*72-A 145»» 
=12*60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 146/72»-«72-A 146)*SQRT(A 146*(2*72-A 146»» 
=.1.~:60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 147/72»-«72-A 147)*SQRT(A 147*(2*72-A 147»» 
= 12*60*( (72"2* ACOS( i-A 148/72) )-( (72-A 148)*SQRT (A 148*(2*72-A 148»» 

1= 12:60*( (72"2* ACOS( i-A 149/72) )-( (72-A 149)*SQRT (A 149*(2*72-A 149»» 
1=1 ?*.f30*( (72"2* ACOS( i-A 150/72) )-( (72-A 150)*SQRT (A 150*(2*72-A 150»» 

I =12*60*«7?~?~A9.Q~(~::,l\.!.5JQ:~}«72-A 151 )*.SQRT(A 151 *(2*72-A 151 »». 
1= 1 ~:f30*( (72"2* ACOS( i-A 152/72) )-( (72-A 152)*SQRT (A 152*(2*72-A 152»» 
=12*60*«72"2*ACOS(1-A 153/72»-«72-A 153)*SQRT(A 153*(2*72-A 153»» 

C 
Gallons 

=8136/231 
=8137/231 
=8138/231 

ti'\~ 
=8 140/231···d

•
G 

..• / .••• 'AX 

=8141/231 
=8142/231 
=8143/231 
=8144/231 
=8145/231 
=8146/231 
=8147/231 
=8148/231 
=8149/231 
=8150/231 
=8151/231 
- .-----.-.---.~~--~---~. 

=8152/231 
=8153/231 
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T-1OA Volume vs Level 
With L T/LlA-1400 Settings 
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Date Time 
1/7/2003 
2/3/2003 
3/4/2003 = 3/25/2003 
4/3/2003 

4/29/2003 
5/28/2003 
6/25/2003 

~- '"~.------- - ---
7/2/2003 

7/23/2003 
8/20/2003 
9/17/2003 

10/15/2003 
11/12/2003 
12/10/2003 

1/7/2004 
1/14/2004 
2/4/2004 
3/3/2004 

3/31/2004 
4/29/2004 
5/26/2004 
6/23/2004 
7/1/2004 

7/20/2004 
8/18/2004 
9/15/2004 

10/11/2004 
11/10/2004 
11/10/2004 
12/8/2004 

1/4/2005 
2/1/2005 
3/2/2005 

3/28/2005 
4/25/2005 
5/23/2005 
5/23/2005 
6/20/2005 
7/18/2005 
8/15/2005 
9/13/2005 

10/11/2005 
11/7/2005 
12/2/2005 
1/6/2006 
1/6/2006 
2/6/2006 
3/6/2006 
4/3/2006 
5/8/2006 

Tank T-10A Fuel Oil Sample 
Specific Gravity 

System Unit 
9:00:00 AM T-10A 1 
9:30:00 AM T-10A 1 
9:40:00 AM T-10A 1 
1:30:00 PM T-10A 1 

10:00:00 AM T-10A 1 
6:40:00 AM T-10A 1 

10:05:00 AM T-10A 1 
10:15:00 AM T-lOA 1 

Specific Grav 
0.854 

0.86 
0.86 
0.86 

0.862 
0.86 
0.86 

0.855 
9:08:00 AM T-1OA 

f-------
1 

. 
0.867 

2:10:00 AM T-1OA 1 0.862 
6:00:00 AM T-1OA 1 0.86 

10:05:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.862 
10:26:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 
6:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.858 
9:45:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.862 

11:15:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.86 
3:45:00 PM T-lOA 1 0.865 

11:45:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.86 
9:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.862 
9:32:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 
8:40:00 AM T-10A 1 0.858 
9:40:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 
8:30:00 AM T-10A 1 0.858 

12:14:00 PM T-10A 1 0.86 
9:40:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 

11:25:00 AM T-10A 1 0.858 
8:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.866 

11:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.864 
9:15:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.856 
2:50:00 PM T-lOA 1 0.86 

12:15:00 PM T-lOA 1 0.857 
1:50:00 PM T-10A 1 0.862 

10:30:00 AM T-10A 1 0.858 
10:30:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.86 
10:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 
12:00:00 PM T-10A 1 0.862 
11:00:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.86 
11:01:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.864 __ "'_, .~ . .......:..J_~._ . 

10:45:00 AMIT-lOA 1 0.858 
9:50:00 AM·~T-10A 1 0.854 
9:30:00 AM T-1OA 1 0.856 
2:15:00 PM T-10A 1 0.855 
8:40:00 AM T-10A 1 0.856 

10:35:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 
12:55:00 PM T-lOA 1 0.86 
2:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.862 
2:01:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.863 

10:25:00 AM T-lOA 1 0.862 
8:45:00 AM T-10A 1 0.861 
7:30:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 

10:00:00 AM T-10A 1 0.86 

Page 1 
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6/5/2006 
6/5/2006 
7/5/2006 
8/8/2006 
9/5/2006 

10/3/2006 
11/6/2006 

11/20/2006 
12/4/2006 

~- ~-------- -----
1/8/2007 
2/5/2007 
3/5/2007 
4/2/2007 
5/7/2007 
6/4/2007 
7/2/2007 
8/6/2007 
9/4/2007 

10/3/2007 
11/5/2007 
12/3/2007 

1/7/2008 
2/4/2008 

Tank T-10A Fuel Oil Sample 
Specific Gravity 

10:00:00 AM T-10A 1 
10:01:00 AM T-10A 1 
9:10:00 AM T-10A 1 
1:15:00 PM T-10A 1 

12:00:00 PM T-10A 1 
9:15:00 AM T-10A 1 

10:30:00 AM T-10A 1 
10:55:00 AM T-1OA 1 
9:00:00 AM T-10A 1 

-----------"--~-" ~~ ---------~ 

10:00:00 AM T-1OA 1 
11:05:00 AM T-10A 1 
11:00:00 AM T-10A 1 
10:05:00 AM T-1OA 1 
10:15:00 AM T-10A 1 
8:35:00 AM T-10A 1 

11 :05:00 AM T-1OA 1 
11 :40:00 AM T-1OA 1 
7:40:00 PM T-10A 1 
9:35:00 AM T-1OA 1 

11:00:00 AM T-10A 1 
11:00:00 AM T-1OA 1 
9:40:00 AM T-10A 1 

10:00:00 AM T-1OA 1 

Page 2 

0.863 
0.864 
0.864 
0.862 
0.859 
0.856 
0.858 
0.862 
0.861 

--------~--

0.856 
0.856 
0.865 
0.856 
0.854 
0.858 
0.852 
0.852 
0.848 
0.851 
0.848 
0.848 
0.846 
0.845 

--- " "~--~ 
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Practical Formulas - Numericana 

schmeelke (2002-01-27) 
If I know the dimensions of a cylindrical tank on its side [the axis of 
revolution is horizontal] and can measure the depth of the liquid inside, 
how do I calculate the volume of liquid present? 

Let R be the radius of the tank., L its length and H the 
height of the liquid in it. Consider a (circular) vertical 
cross-section of the tank. and call a the angle (from the 
center 0 of the circle) between the vertical and the line 
OF, where F is one of the two points where the horizontal 
line representing the surface of the liquid meets the circle 
representing the wall of the tank. [see figure at right]. 

We clearly have R-H == R cos(a), which means a is equal to arccos(1-H/R) 
and is thus-readily obtained using the proper inverse trigonometric function 
on a scientific caculator. [Angle a must be expressed in radians and is thus 
between 0 and 1t; don't forget to multiply a result in degrees by 1t/180, if 
applicable. ] 

The surface area corresponding to the liquid in that cross section is obtained 
as the difference of areas between a circular sector (a pie portion) and a 

triangle, namely e R2 - (R-H),j(H(2R-H». Just multiply this area by the 
tanle's length L to obtain the formula for the volume V of the liquid in the 
tank, namely: 

V = L [R2 arccos(1-H/R) - (R-H),j(H(2R-H» ] 

This formula is perfectly valid for the whole range of H (from 0 to 2R), 
although the above "visual" explanation (involving the "difference of two 
areas") assumed that H was less than R (tanle at most half-full). The formula 
could have been obtained symbolically without splitting cases. I'll leave it up 
to you to "visualize" the other case (where the area of a circular sector is to 
be added to that of a triangle of height H-R), should you feel the urge to do 
so. 
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.r 
i 

IEC, TC4 terms at international level. 
This approach was less evident in the proml)cioll of;\ 

"Turbine S~cific:ltion'·. 
The steps t"k~n (0 unify the .::<pertise of IEqrc4 and 

lEC:SC2D for the considerntioll of salient pole alt<!rnators 
and m"tors in turbine and storoge-pump testing in tenm 
of losses, puwer outputjinput. their ml!:tsurement and 
allocation, s~em justifi~d. severa! problems allied with 
electrical. friction, windage. thrust and olher losses :twait 
reconciliation, howev~r. 

There were f«w indications that the "Govert1C'r Gu;de 
Spe.:ific.1tion" would embr.lce frequency-response data 
mentioned in the "Speed Governing System T.:st C,)UC" 
(lEe Publication No. 308/1910). 

AlthOttgh approval of the "M(jd~1 Storage Pump Test 
Code" und~r rhe Six-MonChs Rule and the Geneva 
release or Chapter XI on "Model Turbine Ca"itation" 
(Publication No. 19JA) will complete diffi~ult assignments 
and \vjll (with the "Model Testing Standardization" 
report) ~mbody valuablc matcrial. much remains to be 
done, 

Tasks on "Sca!e Effect Formulae" and "Turbine Model 
Dimensional Verification" herald amendments to IEC 
No. [93. 1965. and perhaps rodifiC:ltion with the ";"fo<!el 
Storage Pump Test Code". 
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COR>ideraCion of lung-term work did nor, in the 
produce a specific programme because current 
the 18 working groups "ere heavy enough [0 

(ional undertakings. 
Aft¢f r~ognizinj; thut working groups should. 

sponsored publications. Iheir constitution-including 
representation-was reviewed <lnd modified where 
propriate. 

Although ~stab[ishment ofappa,ently effective ( 
liaison should avoid delavs and ensure COl",,,;r"'rr" 
cod~s sharing common ground. it remains to be 
whether suc<:essful initiation is maintained subs~quently. 

The abscllce of Comminee of \~ns 
tribute to "Specialist/User" 
probkms, .:specially in terms prolol)"pe 
and to the spirit prevailing throughout the 

These were presided over by Professor t. C. 
USA.. Who succeeds Professor L. J. Hooper. 
Professor Hooper now retires as Chairman of ,o;-,r;,r,...,.., 
in accordM_e with fEe rules, alrhouah he 
consultative capacity. -

After expressing appreciation for their 
as for as! aid and NEt. facilities. the 
'n left the date and location of thc next 
'Chairman's discI'Ction. but favoured :o,.lunich in 

Vortices at intakes I 
conventional sumps 
By Dr. Y. R. Reddy· and J. A. Pickford" 

This article describes the development of a design criterion to avoid vortices in pump sumps and at 
from reservoirs 

TilE fU:O:CTION of an inttlkc is to convey water from a 
reservo; r into the penstock in a hydroelectric power plant 
or to supply Waler from a sump to 11 pump. . 

if the depth of water above the intake is low air
entraining' vortices de"clop, and these adversely affect the 
efficiency of the hydraulic machinery by reducing flow rate 
and by giving exIra swirl to the fluid, in addition to c:ausing 
vibration and noise. 

In Shallow reservoirs wave action develops an unstable 
boundary fayer (depending Ort th" wave length and 
celerity) and this is generally responsible for the change in 
vorticity which leads to the formation of air-entraining 
vortiC'~s. 

The largest single factor contribtitinz [0 lIorlex forma
tion in pump infets is the /low paner:1 within the sump, 
which in turn is governed by the entry conditions. All the 
vorticity responsible for VorlCl( formation is generated 
at a fiew boundnry and this 'hen diffuses into t~e fiow. 

Vortices also develop as a result ot' boundary disconti
nuities. which is tbe main reason for different critical 
sUbmergences for the same intake diameter and velocity, 
when the sump geometry is ~hanged. 

However, only inlets where there is no illdu~d swirl 
due to artificial boundary changes arc considered here and 
it is thus as.sumed (hat the nir-<:Iltraining vortex in a con
ventional inlet (Fig. I) is only a function of the [ollowing 
variables: 

108 

lig. 1. DePmliofl $ketch of lin int"Ae 

I'(s. d, \" p, p. h, i., g)=O 

where s is submergence above lhe intake; d is the 
of Ihe intake: • is the velocity of /low through the 
p and p are fluid viscosity and density, respectively; 
the total water depth; i. is wnvc I~nglh; and g is the 
~elerntion due to grnvily. . 

Using Buckingham's II-tfieorem. Eq. (I) c.an be reduced, 
to tlte following rorm of dimensionfess numbers: ' 

rp(Fr, Rtf, sid. 1.fll) =0 

Water PO'vet 

: ... 
.,t.,j~:' !.:'.:.,"{;:.~ ::_·; ... :it,- .. :--:O 
-\.; 'I~~.n t ,I ~i5. ~.:'!~!.:l 



$<:'<';!; writers'" have studied air enlrainm.n~ but it is 
ditli;'''t to conclude from the individual clIp<:rimcnts how 
lite air '~mr:sinment ~aried w,tll other parameters. 

51lme usc submergence as a function of velocity head, 
~nd olhers use: submergence as a function of velocity 
itself. , , 

hi Eq. (2), Re (Reynolds' number} can safcl.y be ellm,
naled feom tile field of tbe present problem. smce vorte~ 
formation is a surface phenomenon. 
• H<nce the [ormotion of a vorte:t dep<:nds on the E'roude 
number (Fr), critical submergence (sfd}, and wave para
motors (J.fh). Therefore: 

:i/d= T(Fr, ;'/h) (J) 

The strength of the vonclI depends an the velocity of fiow 
and hence on the Froude nnmber. However, the inception 
Qf a vorlCX as a dimple formation dep<:nds on the fluctua
,ion of vorticity, which again depencs on the wave 
pommeter. 

Several types of baffles were suggested for vortex pre
y<ntion'" and all reduce the wave parameter near the 
intake, thus reducing the change in vorticity and hence 
vortex formation. 

fllf shallow water i.11r is a decisive paramet~r for vorte~ 
ror:r.~tion, but for deep water its influence will be neglig
ibi~. However, there is no published experimental data 
avaiiable to correlate critical submergence as a function 
of wave parameter. 

In e~p<:rimcnts at Lougnborough University, UK', 
vortex formation was reduced in II. rei:tangular sump by 
usioa vertical bafP.es which suppressed the wa,'e parameter 
ne'/the intake. 

Recently Gordon' showed the scale .cffect by comparing 
field studies with tbe laboratory studies of Denny and 
Young". The disparity betwet:n Ihe two sets of results 
could have beeo narrowed ii the results were plotted at 
the '~me wave parameter. 

!:. a conventional hydroelectric power plant the total 
deptn.Ir, orwaler is generally large compared to the wave 
length, ;., Qnd Eq. (3) may be written: ' 

sjd= f(Fr) = f[I'I,;{gd)} (4) 

Gordon' found, by tria! and error, a design equation for 
'!. critical submergence, which was: 

(5) 

Where the value of c varied from 0·3 to 0·4. 
r. Jwever. some of the results which he quoted from 

_ Swedish sources had c values of O·l and 0'28. It is reason
~' able. therefore, to assume that c is a func.tion of shape 
, - (geometry) of the intake. 

For symmetrical and well-designed intakes, tbe value of 
.• c will be low and for complicated designs the value of c 
t C'1a be higher. " 
:~ If one assumes that Eq. (4) holds goed for a general 
';- case then: 

(6) 

E". ,6) recaces [0 the (orm (E'q. 5) given b, Gordon, with 
the "a!ue of c=1)-176 and 0·319 wilh British and Sl units, 
respectively. 

In Fig. 2, test results'" are plotted in non-dimensional 
form with sfd on tbe )"ahis ~nd froude number (v/.J(gd)l 
on the x'axis, up to a Froud. number of 3·4. The results 
of Gordon' represent int.:ll:es with vortices, whereas all the 
other results represent <:ritical submergence. 

E:tcept for two or iliree stray cases, all the results lie 
above the critic:tl line ./d=.Fr, indicating that for vorte~ 
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prevention the critical submetgen~e $hould always be 
greater than Ihe Froude number. 

TIt.!s vortex inception is possibre when sid < Fr. and the 
vortex-formation tendency is least when sJd> Fr. 

All the ex'perimemal results lie on a band. the lower I!ne 
of. .. wbich corresponds to s/d=Fr, and the upper hne 
sfd=I+Er.' 

Moreover, it should be noted that the results of Denny 
and Young' arc based on pipe diameter instead of inlet 
diameter. d, and the sId curves should be lower than those 
shown in the figure. Th;s an~lysis is correct only for the 
case of conventional iIMls. 

Sy using devices like vertical or horizontal baffles. ar 
floating rafts. tbe crilic:>.! submergence line can be brought 
down (as sho"ln by the thick circles in Fig. 2). thus '''-
duciog sid requirements. . ' 

In condusion, When vorte~ prevenuon devtces are used. 
sld= Fr (otherwise 4d= I + Fr) will give vortel(-free 
operation ~ither in hydroelectric practice or pump sump 
design. . .. . 

It is hoped that ruture res<:aron w,ll.nd,cate tbo: 'nfluence 
of the wave parameter on vortex formation. 

~'C~~:~D~ E. Wld Pope, J. A. uE.'tpoeriments on a St'T13.U pun;p 
suction well. with ~dl;."Ur~r rt:rercnce to von~~ (onnat,ons: • 
Protttdilflf$. The Institution ot Mo::ha.a.ic:n.l Eogm~ts. Vol 170. 

2. iji.~i<Y. D. F. and YOUNG. G. A. 1, "The prevention of v~rti= 
and ,wlrI ~t into.k",", P,ocmJings, IAHIt 7th Congres:t. LISbon. 

3. l~~, H. W. "Studi"" of .ubmereencc rcquiremenl$ of high 
.=ific ,P<Od pumps", TrfIJUa<li.ns ASME. VoI1S, 1953., 

4. GORCON.l. L. "VorticcsM Intakes". WAT£1t f'OWElt, Ap'!', !910. 
S. l'lcICro"o.J.A.and RmQv, Y. It. "Ianu."". orbllffie 1'O'I,tlOnoA 

vortex su.ppr:c:s.sion in a storm t)ve:r-ftow't (awahing: public;1~ion}. 
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Determine Zero Level Indication Level for LT-1400 
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As documented in Condition Report CR-PLP-2008-01496 (Ref. 7.27) a dimensional 
discrepancy was identified that brought into question what level in Tank T -1 OA 
corresponds to the zero % level indication for LT-1400. Per reference 7.14, existing 
setpoints were based on the zero point being 6 inches above the bottom of the tank. On 
page 2 is a depiction of the level probe configuration of Level Transmitter LT-1400 
within Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank T -lOA. 

In order to determine the actual zero point location, the distance from the Tank T -lOA 
mounting flange to the strike plate at the bottom of the tank was measured under Work 
Request WR00124879 using the fuel oil level dipstick. Based on that measurement the 
zero point location is determined as follows: 

First, determine distance from the bottom ofLT-1400 mounting flange to inside bottom 
ofT-lOA. That distance is equal to the distance measured from the T-1OA flange to the 
strike plate (207 9116") + the thickness of the strike plate (3/8" Ref. 7.3 Sht 3) + the 
flange gasket thickness (1/8") + the height of the raised face on the T -lOA mounting 
flange (1/16" Ref. 7.2S). 

= 207 9/16" + 3/8" + 1/8" + 1116" = 208 1/8" 

Next determine the distance from the bottom end ofLT-1400 to the bottom ofT-1OA. 
Per Ref. 7.1S the length ofLT-1400 level probe from the underside of its mounting 
flange to the end of the probe shaft is 20S 3/8". Therefore, the distance from the bottom 
end ofLT-1400 to the tank bottom is: 

= 208 1/8" - 20S 3/8" = 2 %" 

Finally, the zero point dimension is determined by adding the distance the bottom of the 
probe is above the tank bottom to the probe's "Float Factor". The "Float Factor" is the 
minimum distance above the bottom of the probe where the probe begins indicating level. 
For LT-1400 the "Float Factor" dimension is 6 %"( Ref.7.1S) 
Therefore the zero point dimension is: 

= 2 %" + 6 %" = 9 W' above the inside bottom of Tank T-1OA 

References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 



Configuration of LT -1400 Within Tank T -lOA 

2081/8" 

LT-1400 
Mounting Flange 

6%" 

2 %" 

LTfloat 

¥ 

Strike Plate 

References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 
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Validation of Adequate Available Net Positive Suction Head (NPSHA) for Diesel 
Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps P-18A/18B 

Attachment 4 of Ref. 7.9 assessed whether the available Net Positive Suction Head was 
adequate to meet the NPSH requirements of the Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps P-18A and P-
18B. The assessment evaluated the worst case condition of maximum pump flow at 
minimum Tank T -10 level. That worst case is when T -1OA level is 6", while pump P-
18A is supplying Tank T-24. 

The NPSH assessment performed in Attachment 4 of Ref. 7.9, was based on a non
conservative value for the flow loss for the foot valve with strainer in the fuel oil transfer 
pumps suction piping. The flow losses were based on a resistance coefficient value or 
"K" value of 0.7 for the foot valve. A more appropriate K value for this poppet style foot 
valve with strainer is 8.82 as described below. The foot valve model information is 
shown on Ref. 7.12. 

Below is an assessment ofNPSH for the Fuel Oil Transfer Pumps using the larger K 
value for the foot valve. The below assessment uses the same methodology and inputs as 
the assessment in Attachment 4 of Ref. 7.9, with the following exceptions: larger K 
value for foot valve flow resistance; corrected T -lOA level elevation and a diesel fuel oil 
specific gravity of 0.83 vs.0.86. 

Ref 7.13, Pg. A-28, provides the Resistance Coefficient "K" for a foot valve with 
strainer (poppet style) as K =420h. The "K" value is for a single poppet foot valve, 
whereas the foot valve in Tank T -lOA is a double poppet valve. Although the type of 
valve differs slightly, the K value provided in Ref 7.13 is the best available value based 
on a search of published flow resistance coefficient information. The difference in flow 
resistance between single and double poppet foot valve is assumed to be small. 

h= 0.021 for 1.5" pipe per Ref. 7.13 Pg. A-26 

Therefore, K = 420 (0.021) = 8.82 

The K value of 8.82 is for 1.5" pipe. The equivalent K value for 3" pipe properties in 
terms of 1.5" pipe needs to be computed since the Ref 7.9 flow model is in terms of the 
3" pipe. The following relationship is used to calculate the equivalent K value for 3" 
pipe in terms of 1.5" pipe (Ref. 7.13, Equation 3-24, Pg. 3-5)) 

(
da)4 

Ka =Kb db 

K3"= 8.82(3.068)4 = 154.4 
1.5 

References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 
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Next, compute friction head loss for foot valve (Ref 7.13, Equation 3-14, Pg. 3-4) 

v2 

hl=K-
2g 

From Ref 7.9, Att. 7 pg. 46, the fluid velocity for the worst case condition = 1.283 ft/sec 

Therefore, hi = 154.4 (1.283ft I sec)2 = 3.95 ft 
2(32.2ft I sec2) 

Next, using the friction head loss value calculated above, compute the total friction head 
loss in the suction line. 

From Attachment 4 of Ref 7.9 the suction line friction losses are equal to the total of the 
losses in the 3 piping segments designated s0002, s0003 and PS. The total suction line 
friction losses using the original loss value for the foot valve was 6.71 ft. 

To determine the total suction line friction losses considering the increased foot valve 
losses, the friction loss using the original foot valve K value will be subtracted from the 
total loss and then the new (larger) loss value for the foot valve will be added. 

Calculate friction head loss for foot valve based on original (low) K value (Ref. 7.9 Att. 
5): 

hi = 12.25 (1.283 ft I sec )2 = 0.31 ft 
2(32.2ft I sec2

) 

Then, total suction line friction head loss with revised foot valve losses becomes: 

hfa = 3.851 + 0.364 + 2.49 -0.31 + 3.95 = 10.35 ft 

Next, compute the total Net Positive Suction Head Available, NPSHA 

Per Ref 7.9 Att. 4, NPSHA = ha - hvpa - hst - hfa 

Where; 

ha : pressure in Tank T -lOA ( expressed as head, feet) 
hvpa: vapor pressure of No. 2 diesel fuel at 60 OF (feet) 
hst : static head between T-IOA and pump suction (feet) 
hfa : friction losses in suction line (feet) 

References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 
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ha = 14.696 psia I (ypI144) (Atmospheric pressure converted to feet of head) 
where y is specific gravity of diesel fuel 

p is density of water at 60 of 

= 14.696 psia I (0.83 x 62.4lbs/ft3 I 144) 
= 40.86 ft 

hvpa: = 0.52 ft (from Ref. 7.9 Att. 4, conservatively assumes vapor pressure at 60 of is 
equal to the maximum value at 100 OF) 

hst = 14.28 ft (Att. 4 of Ref. 7.9 used a value of14.79' for hst, which was based on T
lOA fuel level of6" above tank bottom as being at an elevation of577'. The 6" 
level is actually at 577'-6 1/8" or 577.51' (Ref. 7.26) 

hfa = 3.851 ft. (calculated above) 

NPSHA = 40.86 - 0.52 14.28 - 10.35 = 15.71 ft 

From Ref. 7.9 Att. 4 the Net Positive Suction Head Required, NPSHR, for the transfer 
pumps is 12.2 ft at a specific gravity of 1 (y = 1). The pump's NPSHR for diesel fuel oil 
with a specific gravity of 0.83 is determined as follows: 

NPSHR(y= 0.83)= NPSHR(y= 1.0) ( 1/0.83) 
= 12.2 ft (1/0.83) 
= 14.7 ft 

Therefore, NPSH Margin = NPSHA - NPSHR 

= 15.71 ft - 14.7 ft = 1.01ft 

References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 
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Current licensing basis EDG fuel oil storage requirements are based on the fuel 
consumption values determined in calculation EA-A-NL-92-337-01 (Ref 7.19*). 
The volume of fuel needed to operate one EDG for 7 Days, was calculated in EA
A-NL-92-337-01 based upon a specific load profile and utilized a fuel oil specific 
gravity value of 0.852. 

To assess whether the current design basis EDG fuel oil storage requirements 
are conservative, they will be compared to a limiting case that uses the same 
load profile, but assumes a worst case minimum fuel oil specific gravity value of 
0.815 and includes an increase in unusable fuel in Tank T-10A to account for 
required submergence for the fuel oil transfer suction line to prevent air 
entrainment vortexing. A specific gravity of 0.815 can be considered as worst 
case since it is currently the lowest allowable value per COP-22A (Ref 7.20). 

Table A below gives EDG fuel consumption values based on the same load 
profile used in EA-A-NL-92-337-01, but using the worst case fuel specific gravity 
of 0.815 vs 0.852 that was used in EA-A-NL-92-337-01. In order to calculate fuel 
consumption rates in gals/hr, the fuel specific gravity was converted to density 
using the same methodology employed in Section 6.2 of the main calculation. 
Fuel density at a sg of 0.815 = 6.79 Ibm/gal. 

Table A 
EDG Fuel Consumption Based on Load Profile from EA-A-NL-92-337-01 

@ a fuel Specific Gravity of 0.815 

0.67 0.8 3.16 8 24 100 144 168 
(7 Days) 

(elapsed) 
Kw 2808.89 2572.46 2444.56 2302.96 2168.76 2168.76 2035.56 2035.56 

Ibm/hr 1400.162 1271.731 1206.204 1138.855 1075.025 1075.025 1011.671 1011.671 
gal/hr 206.2094 187.2947 177.6442 167.7253 158.3247 158.3247 148.9943 148.9943 
gal used 138.1603 24.34831 419.2403 811.7906 2533.196 12032.68 6555.747 3575.862 
(.815 sg) 
gal used 138.1603 162.5086 581.7489 1393.54 3926.735 15959.42 22515.16 26091.03 
cumulative 
(.815 sg) 

Next, the required storage volume is determined by adding the 7 Day EDG fuel 
consumption quantity from Table A above to the unusable fuel volume in Tank T-
10A. The unusable fuel volume was determined to be 1777 gallons per Section 
6.5 of the main calculation body. 

Therefore, the quantity of stored fuel needed to meet the 7day EDG operating 
time requirement at 0.815 sg is = 26091 gal + 1777 gal = 27868 gal 

*References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 
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To determine whether the current design basis EDG fuel oil storage requirement 
is conservative it will be compared to the limiting case required volume of 27868 
gals. calculated above. 

The current licensing basis 7 Day fuel quantity compliance value for Tank T-1 OA 
is 53.77% level indication. As calculated per Ref. 7.14, the 53.77% level 
indication, with indicator error taken into account, equates to a stored volume of 
26925 gallons in T -1 OA. As discussed in Attachment 8.7 of the main body of the 
calculation, the Tank T-10A level setting information calculated in Ref. 7.14 was 
based on the zero % indication being at 6" above tank bottom, but should have 
been based on the zero point being 9.5" above tank bottom. Therefore, the 
actual fuel level in tank T-1 OA at 53.77% indication will be 3.5" greater (9.5"- 6") 
than calculated in Ref. 7.14, resulting in a conservative stored fuel volume, i.e. 
more stored fuel volume than was credited. 

From Table B below, the fuel volume in Tank T-1 OA at 53.77% indication 
adjusted for the 3.5" level zero shift is 28634 gals. The methodology and 
equations used in Table B are the same as used to compute volumes and levels 
in Table 8.2 of the main calculation. 

Adding the quantity of fuel stored in the EDG day tank of 2500 gallons, to the T-
10A volume at 53.77%, gives a total stored volume of 28634 + 2500 = 31134 
gallons. 

Next, compare the total stored volume to the Limiting case required volume: 

Total Stored volume 31134 gal. > Limiting Case required volume 27868 gal. 

Margin is 31134 gal - 27868 gal = 3266 gal. 

Table B 
Distance 
from Volume Gallons LlA-1400 Percentage 
bottom of of tank 
tank cu-in Percentage used 
h (in) Reading % 

79 6587580.91 28517.67 50.73 56.18 
79.26 6614405.20 28633.79 50.92 56.41 

80 6690696.03 28964.05 51.46 57.06 
81 6793650.15 29409.74 52.19 57.94 
82 6896422.83 29854.64 52.92 58.81 
83 6998993.54 30298.67 53.65 59.69 

83.16 7015384.74 30369.63 53.77 59.83 
84 7101341.63 30741.74 54.38 60.56 
85 7203446.31 31183.75 55.11 61.43 
86 7305286.62 31624.62 55.84 62.30 

*References per Section 7 in main body of calculation 
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FUEL OIL TRANSFER PUMP P=18A 
ALLOWED OUTAGE TIME COMPUTATION 
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EC Reply Title: Diesel Generator Day Tank Duration Computation 
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Comments Last updated By: JERICKS Last Updated Date: 12/10/2008 

This Ee supported a compensatory measure implemented under 
CR-PLP-200B-04708 concerning the allowed outage time for fuel oil transfer 
pump P-18A. The allowed outage time for P-1BA is based on the amount of 
time a diesel generator can be operated with required 2500 gallons in a 
fuel oil day tank. 



Description 

Engineering Cbange Reply 
EC12118 

JSErickson 
12/2/08 

The computation below determines how long an emergency diesel generator can be 
operated under design loading conditions with 2500 gallons of fuel oiL 

Condition Report CR-PLP-200S-04708 documented that the fuel consumption rate used 
to establish the 15 hour allowed outage time for diesel fuel oil transfer pump P-18A in 
Technical Specification 3.8.3 was non-conservative. The 15 hour allowed outage time 
was established based on the time that an emergency diesel generator can be 'operated on 
the 2500 emergency diesel generator day tank inventory required by Technical 
Specification Surveillance Requirement SR 3.8.1.4 and assuming a fuel oil consumption 
rate of 2.6 gpm. Since the assumed fuel consumption rate was found to be non
conservative, the actual time that an emergency diesel generator can be operated on 2500 
gallons is less than 15 hours. 

This computation is being performed to establish an allowed outage time for P-18A based 
on the duration that an emergency diesel generator can operate on 2500 gallons of fuel 
under design loading conditions using an appropriate fuel oil consumptiori rate. 

Assumptions 

Fuel oil specific gravity is assumed to be at its procedurally minimum value of 0.S15 
(Ref: 1). 

Diesel generator is operating under design loading conditions (2750 leW for two hours 
and 2500 kW afterward). 

Fuel temperature is assumed to be 60°F. Water density at this temperature is 62.371 
Ibmlft3. This is consistent with EA-EC6432-01 (Ref. 2). 

References 

1. Chemistry Operating Procedure COP-22A, "Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program", 
Revision 9. 

2. EA-EC6432-01, "Palisades Emergency Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage 
Requirements", Revision O. 



Computation 

Fuel consumption rates are obtained from the original vendor test data which provides 
fuel consumption in Ibm/hr at various loads (Ref. 2). The fuel consumption rates for 
emergency diesel generator 1-2 were highest and are used in this computation. The data 
is repeated below: 

Kilowatts Fuel Consumed, Ibmlhr 
600 350 
1330 671 
1908 951 
2503 1234 
2827 1410 

Fuel consumption at 2750 kW and 2500 kW is determined by interpolation from this 
table. 

At 2750kW: 

2750 kW - 2503 kW (1410 lbm/hr - 1234 lbmlhr) + 1234 Ibm.hr = 1368.17 lbmlhr 
2827 kW - 2503 kW 

At2500kW: 

2500 kW - 1908 kW (1234 lbmlhr - 9511bmlhr) + 951 Ibm.hr = 1232.57 Ibrnlhr 
2503 kW - 1908 kW 

Fuel consumption is converted from lbmlhr to gallhr as follows: 

At 2750 kW: (1368.171bmlhr)(1I(62.3711bmlft2)(0.815»(7.48 gal/ft3) = 201.3 gallhr 

At 2500 kW: (l232.571bm/hr)(1I(62.371Ibm/f12)(0.815»)(7.48 gallfe) = 181.37 gal/hI' 

2500 gal = (2 hours)(201.3 gallhr) + (T - 2)(181.37 gallhr) 

T = 13.5 hours 

Conclusion 

Based on the above, a diesel generator can be operated with 2500 gallons under design 
loading conditions for 13.5 hours. A conservative allowed outage time for the diesel fuel 
oil transfer pump P-18A is 12 hours. 


